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First-Gen Tenants - Using Horizon Image 
Management Service (IMS)

This documentation set describes how to use Horizon Image Management Service (IMS) within a 
first-generation Horizon Cloud Service environment, including how to set up the service and how 
to create, customize, and publish versions of images for use by desktop assignments across your 
cloud-connected Horizon pods.

Important   Use this set of pages solely in the scenario when you have a first-gen tenant 
environment and will use IMS features in that first-gen environment. As of August 2022, 
Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen is generally available and has its very own Using Next-Gen 
documentation set available here. See the following screenshot that illustrates the location of the 
next-gen documentation set in docs.vmware.com.

When you have a next-gen tenant, you would naturally use IMS features in that next-gen 
environment. Those next-gen IMS features and how to use them are located inside the next-gen 
documentation set starting at the page Next-Gen Managing Horizon Images.
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Attention   As described in Tour of the Cloud-Based Horizon Universal Console, the console is 
dynamic and reflects features that are appropriate for the up-to-the-minute configuration of your 
tenant environment. Access to features described in this documentation can depend on factors 
including, and not limited to:

n Whether the feature depends on system code available only in the latest Horizon Cloud pod 
manifest, Horizon pod version, or Horizon Cloud Connector version.

n Whether access to the feature is in Limited Availability, as stated in the Release Notes at the 
feature's debut.

n Whether the feature requires specific licensing or SKUs.

When you see mention of a feature in this documentation and you do not see that feature in the 
console, first check the Release Notes to see if the feature's access is limited and the way you 
can request enablement in your tenant. Alternatively, when you believe you are entitled to use a 
feature that is described in this documentation and you do not see it in the console, you can ask 
your VMware Horizon Cloud Service representative or, if you do not have a representative, you 
can file a service request (SR) to the Horizon Cloud Service team as described in How to file a 
Support Request in Customer Connect (VMware KB 2006985).

Intended Audience

If you need to set up, customize, and publish system images for VMware Horizon desktop 
assignments in a first-generation environment, this information is for you. The information is 
written for experienced Windows system administrators who are familiar with virtual machine 
technology and data center operations.
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First-Gen Tenants - Introduction 
to Horizon Image Management 
Service (IMS)

1
This documentation page introduces the IMS features that are available for use within a first-
generation Horizon Cloud Service environment.

Using this Page

Important   Use this page solely when you have a first-gen tenant environment and will use IMS 
features in that first-gen environment. As of August 2022, Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen is 
generally available and has its very own Using Next-Gen documentation set available here.

When you have a next-gen tenant, you would naturally use IMS features in that next-gen 
environment. Those next-gen IMS features and how to use them are located inside the next-gen 
documentation set starting at the page Next-Gen Managing Horizon Images.

One indication of having a next-gen environment is after you log in to your environment and see 
the Horizon Universal Console label, the browser's URL field contains a portion like /hcsadmin/. 

The first-gen console's URL has a different section (/horizonadmin/).

IMS - Cloud-Based Service

At an overarching level, IMS is a cloud-based service that simplifies and automates the 
management of system images used by desktop assignments, such as desktop pools and farms, 
across your cloud-connected Horizon pods.

Key Benefits

The Horizon workflow depends upon the timely and diligent administration of the system 
images underlying the virtual machines and desktop assignments provisioned to end users. 
The management of system images can be a tedious and time-consuming process, as every 
customization to an image requires the administrator to update the associated desktop 
assignments one by one.

First-generation IMS simplifies and streamlines this process by offering the following features and 
benefits.

n Centralized catalog for images managed across your sites and cloud-connected Horizon 
pods.
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n Automated replication of system images across your cloud-connected Horizon pods. Desktop 
assignments on different pods and sites can easily reuse the same images managed by the 
service.

n Automated version control and tracking of images.

n Automated updates of desktop assignments with customized images, by using reference 
markers. You can easily and efficiently update desktop assignments in this way across your 
sites and cloud-connected Horizon pods.

As a result, IMS significantly reduces the time and effort required to maintain desktop 
assignments with the latest images, allowing administrators to devote more attention to 
customizing the business-critical operating system settings and applications on the images 
themselves.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n First-Gen Tenants - Getting Started with IMS

n First-Gen Tenants - IMS System Requirements

n First-Gen Tenants - IMS Support for Images Sourced from First-Generation Horizon Cloud on 
Microsoft Azure Deployments

n First-Gen Tenants - System Architecture of IMS

n First-Gen Tenants - Understanding the Image Management Workflow within a First-
Generation Horizon Cloud Tenant

n Working with Markers

n First-Gen Tenants - Known Limitations and Issues of IMS in a First-Generation Horizon Cloud 
Environment

First-Gen Tenants - Getting Started with IMS

This documentation page provides the high-level steps that you must complete to start using 
the Horizon Image Management Service (IMS) features that are available within a first-generation 
Horizon Cloud environment.

First-Gen Tenants - Horizon Image Management Service Guide
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Using this Page

Important   Use this page solely when you have a first-gen tenant environment and will use IMS 
features in that first-gen environment. As of August 2022, Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen is 
generally available and has its very own Using Next-Gen documentation set available here.

When you have a next-gen tenant, you would naturally use IMS features in that next-gen 
environment. Those next-gen IMS features and how to use them are located inside the next-gen 
documentation set starting at the page Next-Gen Managing Horizon Images.

One indication of having a next-gen environment is after you log in to your environment and see 
the Horizon Universal Console label, the browser's URL field contains a portion like /hcsadmin/. 

The first-gen console's URL has a different section (/horizonadmin/).

IMS in a First-Gen Tenant - High-Level Steps

Note   Some of these high-level steps refer to instructions in pages within the first-generation 
Horizon Cloud Horizon Cloud - Deployments and Onboarding Pods or Administration of Your 
Horizon Cloud Tenant Environment and Your Fleet of Onboarded Pods. Use the hypertext links 
provided in the high-level steps to open the HTML documentation pages containing detailed 
instructions.

1 Familiarize yourself with the First-Gen Tenants - IMS System Requirements and with the 
First-Gen Tenants - Known Limitations and Issues of IMS in a First-Generation Horizon Cloud 
Environment.

Those pages contain key information such as which Horizon pod deployment models are 
currently supported for use with IMS and which required versions of the key software 
components.

2 Add your pod to your first-gen tenant's pod fleet.

n For Horizon pod deployments, which use Connection Server software, follow the steps to 
use Horizon Cloud Connector to connect the pod to your first-gen tenant, starting with 
the page High-Level Workflow When You are Onboarding an Existing Manually Deployed 
Horizon Pod as Your First Pod to Your Horizon Cloud Tenant Environment.

n For first-generation Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployments, follow the steps 
starting with High-Level Workflow for When Your Very First Horizon Cloud Cloud-
Connected Pod is from Using the Pod Deployer to Deploy a Pod into Microsoft Azure.

3 For Horizon pods, set up the participating vCenter Server instances.

a Verify that the vCenter Server instances meet the prerequisites described in First-Gen 
Tenants - IMS System Requirements.

b Configure the vCenter Server login credentials. See Cloud-Connected Horizon Pods - 
Configure the vCenter Server Instances for Use with Horizon Image Management Service.
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4 Import images into the image catalog.

n For images sourced from vCenter Server, see First-Gen Tenants - IMS and Horizon 8 Pods 
- Import an Image from vCenter into the Image Catalog.

n For images sourced from Microsoft Azure Marketplace, see First-Gen Tenants - IMS and 
Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure Deployments - Import an Image into the Image Catalog.

5 Publish the image versions. See First-Gen Tenants - Publish an Image Version - Horizon Image 
Management Service.

6 Create desktop assignments that use managed images from the image catalog.

n For assignments involving managed images from Horizon pods, see Create a New 
Desktop Pool for Multi-Cloud Assignments and Cloud-Connected Horizon Pods - Create 
an Automated Farm from a Managed Image.

Note   Applicable for this pod type, in this guide, a desktop assignment refers to one of 
the following: automated full-clone desktop pool, automated instant-clone desktop pool, 
automated instant-clone farm.

n For assignments involving managed images from Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure 
deployments, see Chapter 4 Pods in Microsoft Azure - Creating VDI Multi-Cloud 
Assignments with Managed Images.

After performing the preceding steps, IMS is now set up for your first-gen environment.

First-Gen Tenants - IMS System Requirements

To support the use of Horizon Image Management Service (IMS) features in a first-generation 
Horizon Cloud environment, ensure that your system environment and components meet the 
following requirements.

Important   For additional important support and non-support information when using IMS 
features in a first-gen Horizon Cloud environment, review the Current Known Limitations and 
Issues of the First-Gen Release page.

Using this Page

Important   Use this page solely when you have a first-gen tenant environment and will use IMS 
features in that first-gen environment. As of August 2022, Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen is 
generally available and has its very own Using Next-Gen documentation set available here.

When you have a next-gen tenant, you would naturally use IMS features in that next-gen 
environment. Those next-gen IMS features and how to use them are located inside the next-gen 
documentation set starting at the page Next-Gen Managing Horizon Images.

One indication of having a next-gen environment is after you log in to your environment and see 
the Horizon Universal Console label, the browser's URL field contains a portion like /hcsadmin/. 

The first-gen console's URL has a different section (/horizonadmin/).
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First-Generation Control Plane Requirements

For use of IMS in a first-generation Horizon Cloud environment, the first-gen tenant must be 
appropriately configured for use of Horizon Image Management Service. The admin console is 
dynamic and will display options for IMS-related workflows when the control plane account is 
configured with the appropriate features.

These control plane account settings might include enablement for use of:

n Dedicated VDI desktops (sometimes referred to as persistent desktops)

n Floating VDI desktops (sometimes referred to as non-persistent desktops)

n App Volumes on Azure

When Using with First-Generation Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure 
Deployments

As described in the First-Gen Deployment Guide, these pods are based on the first-gen Horizon 
Cloud pod-manager technology and run in your Microsoft Azure subscription.

Pod requirements:

n All of the first-gen tenant's pods on Microsoft Azure must be at manifest version 2632 or 
later.

n Pods must be online and healthy before any imaging operations.

n Pods must be in a single Microsoft Azure Active Directory (AAD) tenant.

Tenant requirements:

n The tenant environment must be configured to use Universal Broker. See the 
Administration Guide, for information about setting up Universal Broker and end user 
assignments in a Horizon Cloud tenant environment.

n Your tenant must be enabled for the Horizon Image Management Service features. If 
you want to verify with customer service that your tenant is enabled, you can open an 
informational (non-technical) service request (SR) as described in How to file a Support 
Request in Customer Connect (VMware KB 2006985).

Requirements for Microsoft Azure cores quota and public IP address provisioning for images 
sourced from Microsoft Azure Marketplace and managed on the Images (catalog) page:

n Ensure that you have the required provision of CPU cores quota for the following 
compute sizes. If quota for the CPU cores are not sufficiently provisioned in your Azure 
subscriptions, the image management operations will fail with Microsoft Azure errors.

n Standard_DS2_v2 for VMs without GPU and without Windows 11

n Standard_D4s_v3 for VMs without GPU, using Windows 11

n Standard_NV12s_v3 for VMs with GPU

First-Gen Tenants - Horizon Image Management Service Guide
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n Ensure that you have desktop subnets in the pod that allow a sufficient number of 
IP addresses. If the subnets are not sufficiently provisioned, then image management 
operations will fail with Microsoft Azure errors.

n Ensure that you have the required number of public IP addresses provisioned in case 
you plan to use Microsoft Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) to access the base VM for 
any customization. If the public IP addresses are not sufficiently provisioned, the image 
management operations will fail with Microsoft Azure errors.

Service principal requirements:

n You must either use the same service principal across all pods and subscriptions or each 
service principal must have read access to every Microsoft Azure subscription being used 
by the pods in your environment.

Because the pods are likely to be in different subscriptions, the above requirement 
enables each pod subscription to have line of sight to all other pod subscriptions, which 
is necessary to create an image based on an image in an Azure Shared Image Gallery, 
regardless of the location of the pod on which the gallery resides.

n Any custom role that you intend to use (instead of, for example, the contributor role) 
must have the requisite permissions as shown in the JSON file below.

Note   The following JSON illustrates the permissions required for a Horizon Cloud on 
Microsoft Azure deployment including the five additional Microsoft.Compute/galleries/ 
permissions that IMS requires. See also When Your Organization Prefers to Use a Custom 
Role for the Horizon Cloud App Registration.

For the steps required to create a custom role using a JSON file, see the Microsoft 
documentation topic Create or update Azure custom roles using the Azure portal and use 
the 'Start from JSON' option.

"properties": {
        "roleName": "<Give a name say such as IMS-custom-role",
        "description": "Minimum set of Horizon Cloud pod required operations + Image 
Management functionality",
        "assignableScopes": [
            "/subscriptions/<Fill the subscription id>"
        ],
        "permissions": [
            {
                "actions": [
                    "Microsoft.Authorization/*/read",
                    "Microsoft.Compute/*/read",
                    "Microsoft.Compute/availabilitySets/*",
                    "Microsoft.Compute/disks/*",
                    "Microsoft.Compute/images/*",
                    "Microsoft.Compute/locations/*",
                    "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/*",
                    "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachineScaleSets/*",
                    "Microsoft.Compute/snapshots/*",
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                    "Microsoft.DBforPostgreSQL/*",
                    "Microsoft.KeyVault/*/read",
                    "Microsoft.KeyVault/vaults/*",
                    "Microsoft.KeyVault/vaults/secrets/*",
                    "Microsoft.Network/loadBalancers/*",
                    "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/*",
                    "Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/*",
                    "Microsoft.Network/publicIPAddresses/*",
                    "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/read",
                    "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/write",
                    "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/checkIpAddressAvailability/
read",
                    "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/subnets/*",
                    "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/virtualNetworkPeerings/read",
                    "Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups/*",
                    "Microsoft.ResourceHealth/availabilityStatuses/read",
                    "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/*",
                    "Microsoft.Storage/*/read",
                    "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/*",
                    "Microsoft.Compute/galleries/read",
                    "Microsoft.Compute/galleries/write",
                    "Microsoft.Compute/galleries/delete",
                    "Microsoft.Compute/galleries/images/*",
                    "Microsoft.Compute/galleries/images/versions/*"
                    "Microsoft.MarketplaceOrdering/offertypes/publishers/offers/plans/
agreements/read"
                    "Microsoft.MarketplaceOrdering/offertypes/publishers/offers/plans/
agreements/write"
                ],
                "notActions": [],
                "dataActions": [],
                "notDataActions": []
            }
        ]
    }
}

Additional support considerations around images sourced from first-gen Horizon Cloud on 
Microsoft Azure deployments

Refer to First-Gen Tenants - IMS Support for Images Sourced from First-Generation Horizon 
Cloud on Microsoft Azure Deployments. These sorts of additional considerations involve 
image-specific items such as use of Windows 11 as the guest operating system.

Microsoft Azure VMs - Generations Support Matrix in First-Gen 
Horizon Cloud

The following table details the support matrix for use of Microsoft Azure VM models Generation 1 
VM, Generation 2 VM, with respect to guest operating systems Windows 10 and Windows 11.
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Azure VM Model Windows 10 Windows 11

Generation 1 VM Supported Unsupported

Generation 2 VM Unsupported Supported

NSX Ecosystem Setup for NSX Agent Install During Image Version 
Publishing

In a first-gen Horizon Cloud environment, you will see an option to install the NSX agent during 
the publishing of an image version. However, because image operations are tenant-wide, you 
must have first set up a complete NSX ecosystem on all required pods on your tenant before 
you can use this option. Alternatively, you can have NSX set up on a limited number of pods 
and use this option when publishing to only those NSX-enabled pods. Before selecting the Install 
NSX Agent option during publish, ensure that all relevant NSX components are installed and 
configured on all pods to which you are publishing. Enable NSX Cloud networking and security 
features for assignments associated with this pod. See VMware Horizon Cloud Service Product 
Documentation for information about VMware NSX Cloud with Horizon Cloud pods in Microsoft 
Azure.

Note   You can only use this option if NSX Cloud version 3.1.1 or later is installed on the pod's 
virtual network. For NSX Cloud versions earlier than 3.1.1, configure the Microsoft Azure private 
DNS for NSX Cloud gateways as described in https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/81158 or the image 
publish will fail.

When Using with Horizon Pods in a First-Gen Environment

As described in the First-Gen Deployment Guide, these pods are based on the Horizon 
Connection Server software.

Currently, the supported Horizon deployment model for IMS in a first-gen tenant is the on-
premises deployment type.

The following requirements apply to all of the currently supported deployment models, except 
where model-specific needs are indicated.

Horizon deployment software requirements:

n The Horizon deployment must be one of the deployment models that IMS supports.

Supported types are typically stated in the IMS - Known Limitations and Issues of the 
Current Release page and currently are also stated in the introductory paragraph here for 
this page's When Using with Horizon Pods in a First-Gen Environment section. When the 
qualification for supporting additional deployment models is completed, this page will be 
updated at those times.
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Then, in context of the supported Horizon deployment models, ensure that the following 
items are met in the Horizon deployments supported by IMS that you intend to use with IMS:

n Running Horizon Connection Server version 7.13 or later, with a valid license.

n Deployed and configured according to the applicable Horizon Connection Server 
deployment information. For version 7.13, refer to Horizon 7 Documentation. For later 
versions, refer to VMware Horizon Documentation.

n Connected to Horizon Cloud using a Horizon Cloud Connector version that provides 
support for IMS.

Read on for the Horizon Cloud Connector requirements.

For more information about setting up a cloud-connected pod for use with IMS, see First-Gen 
Tenants - Getting Started with IMS.

Horizon Cloud Connector requirements specific to IMS support:

Even though support for IMS debuted with Horizon Cloud Connector version 1.8, that version 
is superseded by Horizon Cloud Connector version 2.1.2 and later.

It is most prudent to update to the most recent version of Horizon Cloud Connector to obtain 
the latest fixes and improvements.

n If your deployment is running vCenter Server 7.0.3, Horizon Cloud Connector version 
2.3.0 or later is required.

n If your deployment is currently running Horizon Cloud Connector 1.8 or 1.9, VMware 
strongly recommends that you upgrade to the latest Horizon Cloud Connector version. 
However, if you intend to continue running with that old, superseded version and want to 
use the IMS features, be aware of the following points:

n If that connector was deployed with the Basic Feature profile, IMS's Image Locality 
Service is inactive by default and you must manually activate the Image Locality 
Service. For details, see information about manually activating Horizon Cloud 
services for Horizon Cloud Connector in VMware Horizon Cloud Service Product 
Documentation

n If that connector was deployed with the Full Feature profile, the Image Locality 
Service is activated by default.

vCenter Server requirements:

To support IMS functions, ensure that:

n You are running vCenter Server 6.0 or later in all the deployment sites that you want to 
manage.

To use vSphere content libraries for image replication and storage, IMS requires an 
appropriate version of vCenter Server.
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n All vCenter Server instances that you want participating in the IMS workflows must have 
network line-of-sight and authentication trust established with each other. You must 
manually configure the network line-of-sight and authentication trust.

Note   IMS does not support a clustered topology, in which different groups of vCenter 
Server instances use different identity providers.

n The vCenter Server user is configured with all the standard privileges required by a 
Horizon deployment. See information about privileges required for the vCenter Server 
user in VMware Horizon Documentation. In addition to these standard privileges, Horizon 
Image Management Service requires the following privileges:

n Virtual Machine: All privileges in this group

n vApp: All privileges in this group

n Content Library: All privileges in this group (grant access to the vCenter Server user 
under Global Permissions)

n Resource: Assign Virtual Machine to Resource Pool

n The vCenter Server IP address or hostname listed in the vCenter Server certificate 
and thumbprint is also listed in Horizon Console. Follow the appropriate method to 
add vCenter Server instances to a VMware Horizon deployment. See VMware Horizon 
Documentation.

Additionally, to use IMS with the Horizon pods associated with the vCenter Server 
environment, also observe the following guidelines:

n If the vCenter Server certificate and thumbprint identifies the server name (common 

name/Subject Alternative Names) value of the vCenter Server by IP Address, then 

that IP address must be listed in Horizon Console also.

n If the vCenter Server certificate and thumbprint identifies the server name value 

of the vCenter Server by hostname, then that hostname must be listed in Horizon 

Console also.

Image requirements:

To manage Horizon images using IMS in your first-gen Horizon Cloud tenant, observe the 
following requirements.

n Verify that the latest Windows updates and system patches are installed on the images 
and that the installation process for these items is complete.

Note   If any of these installations are still in progress when you attempt to publish an 
image, the agent installation can get stuck.

n Verify that all Windows configuration (such as time zone, region, and keyboard layout) 
has been completed.
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n Verify that the latest version of VMware Tools is installed on the operating systems of the 
images.

n Currently Horizon Image Management Service supports the management of images saved 
in the following formats: virtual machine (VM) templates and VM snapshots. The images 
must be resident on a vCenter Server instance.

n Follow the standard and traditional Horizon guidance for preparing the image's 
guest Windows operating system for use in desktop pools. For example, to use a 
Windows Server operating system type as a single-session virtual desktop, the Horizon 
documentation states you must perform certain steps before the Horizon Agent is 
installed in the VM. For the standard Horizon guidance, refer to the information according 
to your pod's Connection Server software version:

n Version 7.13 - Setting Up Virtual Desktops in Horizon, available at Horizon 7 
Documentation.

n VMware Horizon 8 versions - Windows Desktops and Applications in Horizon, 
available at Horizon Documentation.

n Before using the service, prepare the source image in the format required by your use 
case.

n A VM template is a copy of a virtual machine that you can use to create automated 
desktop pools containing full virtual machines. For information about creating a VM 
template on vCenter Server, see VMware vSphere Documentation.

n A VM snapshot is a vCenter Server object that captures the state and data of a 
parent virtual machine at the time you take the snapshot. You can use VM snapshots 
to create instant-clone desktop pools. For information on how to take a VM snapshot, 
see VMware vSphere Documentation.

First-Gen Tenants - IMS Support for Images Sourced 
from First-Generation Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure 
Deployments

This documentation page describes specific considerations for Horizon Image Management 
Service (IMS) support when you create and manage images sourced from first-generation 
Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployments.

Attention   IMS provides this support only when all of the requirements for first-generation 
Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployments are met. Refer to First-Gen Tenants - IMS System 
Requirements.

For additional information about available functionality, see First-Gen Tenants - Understanding 
the Image Management Workflow within a First-Generation Horizon Cloud Tenant.
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Using this Page

Important   Use this page solely when you have a first-gen tenant environment and will use IMS 
features in that first-gen environment. As of August 2022, Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen is 
generally available and has its very own Using Next-Gen documentation set available here.

When you have a next-gen tenant, you would naturally use IMS features in that next-gen 
environment. Those next-gen IMS features and how to use them are located inside the next-gen 
documentation set starting at the page Next-Gen Managing Horizon Images.

One indication of having a next-gen environment is after you log in to your environment and see 
the Horizon Universal Console label, the browser's URL field contains a portion like /hcsadmin/. 

The first-gen console's URL has a different section (/horizonadmin/).

General Considerations

Note the following:

n Images from Microsoft Azure are only published to pods in your Microsoft Azure cloud 
capacity.

n Images from pods on Microsoft Azure must be VDI desktop images.

n The workflow in which you manually create a VM in one of your Horizon Cloud pods and 
import it into IMS for publishing is also referred to as the custom VM workflow. If you 
use a VM model for that custom VM that is not one of the IMS default ones listed in the 
section Requirements for Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure Deployments, then when you 
subsequently use IMS to publish that image, the images that IMS creates and replicates to the 
other pods are always of the IMS default VM models.

Warning   After you publish an image sourced from a pod on Microsoft Azure and it is in its 
sealed state in Horizon Cloud, do not use the Microsoft Azure Portal to perform actions on that 
image VM or copies of it. Using the Microsoft Azure Portal to perform direct actions on a VM that 
is in the published state in Horizon Cloud is unsupported and will cause unexpected behavior. 
Always use the Horizon Universal Console to perform actions on sealed images.

Windows 11 Guest Operating Systems - Specific Considerations, 
Known Limitations, and Known Issues

The following considerations, limitations and issues have been identified for use of the Windows 
11 Guest operating system with first-gen Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployments.

Considerations

n Pod must be running the manifest from v2204 release or later.

n Golden images must be running Horizon Agent Installer v22.1.0 or later.
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n Support matrix of the support combinations of Gen 1 and Gen 2, Windows 11 and 
Windows 10:

Azure VM Model Windows 10 Windows 11

Gen 1 VM Supported Not Supported

Gen 2 VM Not Supported Supported

Windows 11 Specific IMS Known Limitations

n Manual import, also referred to as custom import, of a Windows 11 image requires you 
import the image from Azure Marketplace as the direct source. Importing from any other 
sources such as Shared Image Gallery (SIG), Azure Managed Images, Azure VM snapshot, 
and the like are currently unsupported.

n vTPM is currently unsupported.

n Use of Windows 11 with VMs running AMD drivers is currently unsupported.

Windows 11 Specific IMS Known Issues

n When time zone redirection is enabled using GPO, flickering desktop and explorer 
process crashing occurs. See KB 88086 for details.

Avoid the known issue by not enabling time zone sync GPO for Windows 11 multi-session 
VMs.

First-Gen Tenants - System Architecture of IMS

This documentation page describes the relationship between the core components of the 
Horizon Image Management Service with a first-generation Horizon Cloud tenant.

Using this Page

Important   Use this page solely when you have a first-gen tenant environment and will use IMS 
features in that first-gen environment. As of August 2022, Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen is 
generally available and has its very own Using Next-Gen documentation set available here.

When you have a next-gen tenant, you would naturally use IMS features in that next-gen 
environment. Those next-gen IMS features and how to use them are located inside the next-gen 
documentation set starting at the page Next-Gen Managing Horizon Images.

One indication of having a next-gen environment is after you log in to your environment and see 
the Horizon Universal Console label, the browser's URL field contains a portion like /hcsadmin/. 

The first-gen console's URL has a different section (/horizonadmin/).
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Image Catalog

IMS maintains an image catalog that offers a consolidated view of the images associated with 
your first-gen tenant environment, categorized by deployment type:

n Horizon deployments based on Connection Server technology, called Horizon pods for short.

n First-generation Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployments, called Horizon Cloud pods 
for short.

You can perform the same image management operations on images from either type. Along 
with these common features, images in first-gen Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployments 
support additional features such as the ability to redo and undo the publishing of image versions.

Components in the IMS Workflows in a First-Gen Horizon Cloud 
Environment

As the following diagram illustrates for a first-gen tenant's pod fleet, IMS manages images from 
both deployment types, using workflows that are separate and independent from each other.

Horizon pods - IMS workflows

For these deployments, IMS stores copies of image versions in datastores managed by the 
vCenter Server instances within participating pods.

These stored copies correspond to the images listed in the tenant's image catalog.

During publishing, IMS replicates image versions using the content library shared between the 
vCenter Server instances. IMS then deletes the temporary objects in the content library that 
were used for the replication process.

Horizon Cloud pods - IMS workflows

For these deployments, IMS stores copies of image versions in the Azure resource groups of 
participating pods.

These stored copies correspond to the images listed in the tenant's image catalog.

During publishing, IMS replicates image versions across different Azure regions and 
subscriptions using the Microsoft Azure Shared Image Gallery definitions within the pods. 
IMS then discards the temporary objects in the Shared Image Gallery that were used for the 
replication.

Note   IMS does not currently support the cross-platform migration of images between different 
deployment types

Example

The following diagram shows an example of a first-gen Horizon Cloud pod fleet that consists of 
both Horizon pods and Horizon Cloud pods.

In this example, the Horizon pods consist of on-premises deployments.
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Figure 1-1. Example of the IMS Architecture with a first-gen Horizon Cloud pod fleet
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First-Gen Tenants - Understanding the Image Management 
Workflow within a First-Generation Horizon Cloud Tenant

This documentation page describes the end-to-end workflow that takes place in a first-
generation Horizon Cloud environment for using Horizon Image Management Service to set up, 
customize, and publish images to desktop assignments.

The end-to-end workflow involves a certain sequence of tasks.
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Using this Page

Important   Use this page solely when you have a first-gen tenant environment and will use IMS 
features in that first-gen environment. As of August 2022, Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen is 
generally available and has its very own Using Next-Gen documentation set available here.

When you have a next-gen tenant, you would naturally use IMS features in that next-gen 
environment. Those next-gen IMS features and how to use them are located inside the next-gen 
documentation set starting at the page Next-Gen Managing Horizon Images.

One indication of having a next-gen environment is after you log in to your environment and see 
the Horizon Universal Console label, the browser's URL field contains a portion like /hcsadmin/. 

The first-gen console's URL has a different section (/horizonadmin/).

Definitions of Terms

Image

An entity that under a particular operating system contains desktop image versions and 
copies or server image versions and copies. Versions and copies are organized in a hierarchy 
and managed by an administrator.

Version

A particular customization of an image in terms of installed applications or software. Version 
numbering includes a major version and a minor version (for example, a major version of 1 
and a minor version of 2 results in version number 1.2), which helps trace the lineage of a 

version. Versions can also be marked with markers for use by multi-cloud assignments.

Copy

An instance of a version available on a particular pod after the version is published to the 
destination pods. The copy is a view-only entity that provides information about the status 
and location of the pod-specific instance of the version.

Pool

Within the context of understanding the IMS workflow within a first-gen Horizon Cloud tenant, 
this term applies to Horizon pod deployments in the tenant's pod fleet. Such deployments 
are based on Connection Server software. For such pods, a pool is a collection of virtual 
machines provisioned from a specific image version.

Assignment

Within the context of understanding the IMS workflow within a first-gen Horizon Cloud 
tenant, this term applies primarily to the Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployments 
in the tenant's pod fleet. For such pods, an assignment is a collection of virtual machines 
provisioned from a specific image version. This assignment concept is a parallel concept to 
the pool concept used for Horizon pods.
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Marker

A special tag unique to an image that instructs a pool or assignment as to which version of an 
image to use to provision workflows.

Horizon deployment, Horizon pod

Briefly, a deployment that uses Horizon Connection Server software and is referred to as a 
Horizon pod for short.

Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployment, Horizon Cloud pod

Briefly, in the first-gen Horizon Cloud Service, a deployment that uses VMware Horizon Cloud 
pod-manager technology and is referred to as a Horizon Cloud pod for short.

First-Gen Tenants - Working with Images Using IMS

As defined in the preceding section, an image is a collection of image versions that can be 
associated with pools or assignments across a first-generation Horizon Cloud tenant's pod fleet.

Before you can use IMS to work with images, you must perform the preparatory requirements 
for importing an image into the image catalog and publishing that image to the pod deployment 
type you plan to use with IMS.

Horizon type

Specify the login credentials for the vCenter Server instances that you want to configure for 
this use. See Cloud-Connected Horizon Pods - Configure the vCenter Server Instances for Use 
with Horizon Image Management Service.

Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure type

Ensure you meet the relevant criteria in the When Using with First-Generation Horizon Cloud 
on Microsoft Azure Deployments and that all your tenant's Horizon Cloud pods are online and 
healthy.

The steps that follow apply to a collection of pods. For example, a collection might consist of 
seven pods. The steps summarize the process of importing an image into the image catalog and 
publishing that image to those pods.

Note   Because of the distinct software technology underlying the two pod types, the process 
and terminology for creating images differ slightly between Horizon pods and Horizon Cloud 
pods.

Horizon pod - creating images

You create an image by selecting a vCenter VM template or snapshot.

Then you customize the image, publish the image, add a marker to the image, and map pools 
to the marker.

Horizon Cloud pod - creating images
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You create an image by selecting an OS image from the Microsoft Azure Marketplace or a 
custom image available in the user subscription.

Then you customize the image, publish the image, add a marker to the image, and map 
assignments to the marker.

Pictorial Diagram of the IMS Workflow

The following diagram applies to both pod types (Horizon, Horizon Cloud). The diagram depicts 
the process of importing an image into the image catalog and publishing that image to those 
pods.
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An image is a collection of one or more versions. When you initiate the import action on a 
selected image, Horizon Image Management Service registers the image with the service by 
storing the metadata of the image in the image catalog. Horizon Image Management Service also 
performs certain preparation steps on the image in its source pod.

Horizon pods

Horizon Cloud Connector enables the connection between the image's source pod and the 
service. One of the pods in the fleet is the source pod.

For example, a pod named "On-premises Pod 4" is the source pod for a Win10POS image 
undergoing the import operation. See First-Gen Tenants - IMS and Horizon 8 Pods - Import an 
Image from vCenter into the Image Catalog.

Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure type

The service and Horizon Cloud pod components enable the image to be cloned in Microsoft 
Azure (when importing from Azure Marketplace) and synchronized with the images catalog at 
the end of the import process.

For example, a pod named "Azure Pod 4" is the source pod for a Win10POS image 
undergoing the import operation. See First-Gen Tenants - IMS and Horizon Cloud on Microsoft 
Azure Deployments - Import an Image into the Image Catalog.
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After the import operation is complete, the image is added to the image catalog as image version 
1.0. This image version shows the Deployment Complete status, indicating that it is ready to be 
published.

For this example, Win10POS becomes a newly created image in the catalog.

Important   In the IMS workflow's step 3 of publishing an image, the publishing operation will 
adhere to the pod type.

n Images from Horizon pod deployments are only published to Horizon pod deployments.

n Images from Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployments are only published to Horizon 
Cloud pods in your Microsoft Azure cloud capacity.

2. Customize the Image

Once the image is imported, you can customize the image version content by accessing the 
image directly.

n For Horizon deployments, you access the image directly using vCenter Console Access.

n For Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployments, you access the image directly with an 
RDP session.

In both cases, you log in to the image VM using local admin credentials. See Customize an Image.

3. Publish

When you initiate the Publish action on image version 1.0, Horizon Image Management Service 
publishes the image version to all the pods of the same capacity type that are present in the pod 
fleet at the time of publication.

The publishing operation will adhere to the pod type. For an imported image from a Horizon pod, 
the Publish action publishes that image to all the eligible Horizon pods, unless you select a subset 
of destinations. The same behavior applies for an imported image from a Horizon Cloud pod.

You can also select a subset of eligible pods and publish the image to that subset. For this 
use case, after you select Publish, toggle Select Destination under Destination to choose the 
target pods for replication. When you toggle Select Destination, the system displays a list of 
available pods. Select the check box next to each pod to select it. The source pod for the image 
is selected by default and cannot be deselected.

The service replicates and places a copy of the image version in the infrastructure supporting 
each pod.

n For Horizon pods, each image copy resides in a datastore within the vCenter Server instance 
of that pod.

n For Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployments, the image copy is placed as a VM in the 
resource groups corresponding to the pod.
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n You might observe detailed error messages for a copy status in the image copy details page 
due to infrastructure issues such as the Microsoft Azure quota being exceeded, timeouts, or 
socket exceptions.

See First-Gen Tenants - Publish an Image Version - Horizon Image Management Service.

4. Define the Marker (Use Case)

Once published, before an image can be use for a pool or an assignment, the image version must 
be marked for that purpose, using what is called a marker.

The marker communicates to a pool or assignment which version of the image to use.

Versions can have one or more markers linked to different pools and assignments, while a pool 
and assignment can only use one marker.

This design allows you to stagger updates by having different sets of pools and assignments 
following different markers.

See Working with Markers.

5. Link to a Pool or Assignment

You link a pool or assignment to its image by specifying the image and a marker.

When markers are moved to a different version, the linked pools and assignments receive refresh 
instructions.

Non-persistent pools and assignments rebuild when refreshing while persistent pools and 
assignments provision new workloads based on the latest updated image version.

For details, refer to:

n Horizon Pods - Create a New Desktop Pool for Multi-Cloud Assignments

n Cloud-Connected Horizon Pods - Create an Automated Farm from a Managed Image

n Chapter 4 Pods in Microsoft Azure - Creating VDI Multi-Cloud Assignments with Managed 
Images

6. Create a New Version

Once published, you can use any version to create the next version in an unpublished state. Refer 
to Create a New Image Version.

After which, you can perform this procedure again starting at the 2. Customize the Image 
workflow step.

When you create a new image version, you can move the marker you created earlier to this new 
image version, instead of creating a new marker.

That move-marker action instructs the pools or assignments associated with that image to 
refresh to the new image version.

If you need a new marker for a different use case, you can always add a new marker.
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Working with Markers

You use markers to associate your desktop assignments with specific image versions in an image 
stream.

The following figure depicts the initial state of an image management scenario.

Figure 1-2. Initial State of Associated Marker
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In this scenario, several desktop pools/assignments use different versions within the 
Win10CorpKnow image stream. The administrator uses markers to associate specific image 
versions with specific pools/assignments. For example, the administrator has provisioned Pool 
1 to a user group dedicated to user acceptance testing. By tagging both Pool 1 and image version 
19 with the UAT marker, the administrator ensures that the desktops in Pool 1 are cloned from 

image version 19.

Now suppose that the administrator wants to provide the user acceptance testers with a 
modified desktop image. To accomplish this task, the administrator creates a new version 20 
in the image catalog. Then they customize the underlying image on the source pod and publish 
the customized version 20 to all the other pods. Finally, they reassociate or move the UAT marker 

from version 19 to version 20, as shown in the following figure.
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Figure 1-3. Edited State of Associated Marker
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By reassociating or moving the UAT marker, the administrator redefines the image used for Pool 

1.

n For Horizon pods, the marker reassociation triggers an automatic process in which all the 
desktops in Pool 1 are updated with image version 20.

n For pods in Microsoft Azure, the marker reassociation prompts Horizon Image Management 
Service to first validate whether Pool 1 is online and ready to receive an image update. If 
the validation is successful, Horizon Image Management Service proceeds to update all the 
desktops in Pool 1 with image version 20.

First-Gen Tenants - Known Limitations and Issues of IMS in a 
First-Generation Horizon Cloud Environment

This documentation page contains lists of the known limitations and issues applicable to using 
IMS in a first-generation Horizon Cloud environment. Review these lists as a best practice before 
you begin using IMS in a first-gen tenant.
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Using this Page

Important   Use this page solely when you have a first-gen tenant environment and will use IMS 
features in that first-gen environment. As of August 2022, Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen is 
generally available and has its very own Using Next-Gen documentation set available here.

When you have a next-gen tenant, you would naturally use IMS features in that next-gen 
environment. Those next-gen IMS features and how to use them are located inside the next-gen 
documentation set starting at the page Next-Gen Managing Horizon Images.

One indication of having a next-gen environment is after you log in to your environment and see 
the Horizon Universal Console label, the browser's URL field contains a portion like /hcsadmin/. 

The first-gen console's URL has a different section (/horizonadmin/).

Using the Following Lists of Known Limitations and Issues

Use the following lists in conjunction with the two pages for the Horizon Cloud Service known 
limitations and known issues, which apply to Horizon Cloud Service overall.

Note   For IMS in a first-gen Horizon Cloud environment, the supported Horizon deployment 
model is the on-premises deployment type. For details on the requirements that must be 
met with the supported on-premises deployment type, see the page First-Gen - System 
Requirements of IMS in a First-Gen Horizon Cloud Environment.

Known Limitations - IMS and First-Gen Horizon Cloud on Microsoft 
Azure Deployments

Important   To be supported for use in first-gen Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployments, 
all imported base images must be built from Windows-based VMs that are sourced from the 
Azure Marketplace. Even if you try an image obtained from other origins and the console does 
not prevent you from using it within the console's workflows, use of such images is unsupported.

If the image is running a Windows 11 operating system, in addition to the requirement to 
be directly sourced from the Azure Marketplace, the image cannot have been subsequently 
processed for it to be validly supported in first-gen Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure 
deployments. Importing Windows 11 VM from any other sources such as Shared Image Gallery 
(SIG), Azure Managed Images, Azure VM snapshot, and the like is currently unsupported.

For additional considerations about supported combinations of Gen-1 and Gen-2 machines for 
the image-related workflows with first-gen Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployments, which 
OSes are supported for which machine generation, refer to Support for Images Sourced from 
Pods on Microsoft Azure.

n You cannot create single-pod VDI assignments with multi-pod images.

n All pods on Microsoft Azure must be on the manifest version specified in First-Gen Tenants - 
IMS System Requirements or a later manifest version.
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n The maximum length for a VM name is 15 characters. Horizon creates the VM name by 
combing the image name with the image version. Both major and minor versions are included. 
Therefore, if the image name is azure-image and the version is 1.0, the VM name is azure-
image-1-0. The image name can be up to 11 characters only if the major and minor versions 

are one character each, like 1.0 or 9.9. If the version number was 12.1 or 1.13, then the 

image name must be shorter to avoid error messages.

n The currently supported Microsoft Azure Marketplace VM sizes are:

n Standard_DS2_v2 for normal non-graphical workloads, non-Windows 11 OSes

n Standard_D4s_v3 for normal non-graphical workloads, Windows 11 OSes

n Standard_NV12s_v3 for graphical workloads, both Windows 11 and non-Windows 11 OSes 
for which GPU is supported with IMS

n Standard_NV4as_v4 for graphical workloads and non-Windows 11 OSes.

n Currently, the Azure GPU-capable NVv4 VMs that use the AMD Radeon Instinct graphics 
drivers are supported for use only when they are imported using the custom import method. 
The custom import method is also referred to as a manual import in this documentation. The 
automated Import Virtual Machine from Marketplace wizard does not provide this feature 
currently. To use manually imported VMs with IMS, use the Move to Multi-Pod Images feature 
after you have imported the VM and installed the agents in the VM.

Also, the service does not currently support use of Windows 11 with these NVv4 VMs and the 
AMD Radeon Instinct graphics drivers. That use has not been qualified.

n Support for Windows 11 has some known considerations, limitations, and issues. For those 
details, see Support for Windows 11 Guest Operating System - Considerations, Known 
Limitations, and Known Issues.

These considerations, limitations, and known issues apply also to manual import of a VM and 
using that with IMS, also sometimes referred to as the custom image workflow. As described 
at the preceding link, IMS supports use of Microsoft Azure Gen-1 machines only with Windows 
10 guest operating systems. IMS supports use of the Gen-2 machines only with Windows 11 
guest operating systems.

n The pod’s Microsoft Azure subscription must be within a single Microsoft Azure Active 
Directory (AAD) tenant.

n Intermittently, image status might not match the underlying version status. Eventually, 
subsequent operations on the image correct the image status.

n Related to actions from the console's Multi-Pod Images page, the following workflows 
and actions are not supported for images located in Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure 
deployments:

n Publishing an image created with New Image or New Version actions from a pod of a 
higher version to a pod of a lower version.

n Image expansion or the shrinking of available images on new pods added after publishing.
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n Altering or modifying publish options during the Republish action of a failed image.

n Console buttons Enable, Disable, and Edit.

n Migrating existing or legacy images on a pod version other than the manifest versions 
specified in First-Gen Tenants - IMS System Requirements.

n Because systemic checks do not occur in the following situations, confirm that all 
prerequisites are met before you publish.

n Prior availability of all the pods

n The sufficiency of Microsoft Azure subscription quotas for compute core or public IPs

n The capacity sufficiency of the subnets in the pods for holding on to the new IPs created 
as part of image copies

n Microsoft Azure VMs are powered on. Otherwise Horizon Image Management Service 
might encounter an error while publishing the image. This situation is probable because 
Microsoft Azure VMs might be powered off due to a power policy setting.

n Limited support is provided for recovering from image publishing errors that can occur 
during the processing of the Republish action. While the following situations are typical 
during republishing, the publishing process might not recover because of other unknown or 
unrecoverable states of the image.

n The pod goes off line.

n Due to the implementation of a power policy, Microsoft Azure turns off source or target 
image copies during the long haul operation of image replication. You can turn the image 
copies on again and attempt to republish the image copies.

n Microsoft Azure quotas are exceeded.

n Certain transient conditions, such as timeouts, may require another publishing attempt.

n Frequently unpublishing and publishing an image can reduce the stability of the image due to 
the number of times Sysprep runs on the image.

Known Limitations - IMS and Horizon (Connection Server Type) 
Deployments in a First-Gen Horizon Cloud Environment

The supported Horizon deployment model currently is the on-premises deployment type.

Horizon pod deployments in locations other than on-premises deployments are currently 
unsupported.

The following limitations apply to use of IMS with those Horizon pod deployment models that IMS 
supports:

n Horizon Image Management Service only supports vCenter Server authentication based on 
user name and password credentials.
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n During image publishing operations, you must prevent activities from occurring in vCenter 
Server that can cause guest VM migrations on the image's underlying VMs. Guest VM 
migrations that occur at the same time as image publishing operations on the VMs can affect 
the image publishing operations.

n The system-default setting for concurrent operations on images is to have three import or 
publish operations in progress at a time. As an example, importing can be in progress for 
one image while publishing is in progress for two images. You can change the default on the 
console's General Settings page. Increasing the setting increases the time to complete the 
replication.

n Horizon Image Management Service does not support the management of images for linked-
clone workspace assignments. In addition, if you have Horizon View Composer on any pods 
you want to use with IMS, you must deactivate Horizon View Composer on those pods. You 
cannot publish images successfully when Horizon View Composer is enabled.

n Horizon Image Management Service requires the privileges of the full, built-in Windows 
administrator to create a directory and install Horizon Agent on the virtual machines 
(VMs) cloned from managed images. For more information, see the following Microsoft 
documentation topic about the Microsoft Windows built-in administrator account.

n In some situations, when an image is published, more than one image copy is created on the 
same Horizon pod and vCenter. The publishing process is not impacted. However, do not 
remove any of these copies from vCenter as they are necessary for proper functioning.

n Certain options that can be selected in the Publish workflow with the Horizon pods are 
not supported for use in the Import, New Image, and New Version workflows. When using 
the console's Import, New Image, or New Version options, you cannot select a cluster, 
resource pool, datastore, or network. In this situation, the same parameters are used that 
were selected during the previous Publish operation. If the image is being imported for the 
first time, the system will select a cluster, resource pool, datastore, and network.

Known Issues - IMS and First-Gen Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure 
Deployments

During the image publishing process, a timeout error occurs and the VM remains powered on, 
and prevents the publish flow from successfully completing (2954270, 2962049)

This issue is the result of an issue in the Microsoft Azure hypervisor that occurs when running 
the sysprep step of the publishing process. The issue occurs in some Azure VM models. For 
additional details, refer to VMware Knowledge Base article KB88343.
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Based on the Microsoft Azure team's recommendation, to provide a resolution for Horizon 
Cloud customers, the default Azure VM model used by the service's automated Import 
VM from Marketplace wizard is changed in the service's v2204 release to use the 
Standard_DS2_v2 model for the automated import of non-GPU Windows 10 VMs (both 
single-session and multi-session):

n For single-pod images, the automation's default VM model is changed from the previously 
used Standard_D4_v3 VM model to use Standard_DS2_v2.

n For multi-pod images, the automation's default VM model is changed from the previously 
used Standard_D2_v2 model to use Standard_DS2_v2.

As of the v2204 release, please include quota for the Azure DSv2-series in your pod's Azure 
subscriptions.

Publish and republish might occasionally fail with an AGENT_PAIRING or SYSPREP error. 
(270721)

The message indicates that the AGENT_PAIRING or SYSPREP step in the publish workflow 
might have errored out. In these situations, attempt the Republish action as described in 
Republish an Image Version Using the Horizon Universal Console, which sometimes results in 
recovery.

Publish might occasionally fail with the error "AGENT_PAIRING: Timed out after max retries”. 
(2741491)

In a multi-pod environment, at some point during the process of publishing the image version, 
you might find some or all image copies in a failed state, displaying the error message 
“AGENT_PAIRING: Timed out after max retries.” Perform the following workaround.

n Restart the VM in the Microsoft Azure Portal and publish the image again.

n If the publish does not succeed, log in to the VM manually, restart the VM, and re-publish 
the image.

An image being published on the Multi-Pod Images page might also temporarily appear on the 
Images page. (2683426)

When you publish an image, the image appears on the Multi-Pod Images page. However, the 
same image can also appear on the Images page for a brief period of time. You can ignore 
the in-transition appearance of the image on the Images page, which you cannot act upon 
and which disappears after a short period of time.

Known Issues - IMS and Horizon (Connection Server Type) 
Deployments in a First-Gen Horizon Cloud Environment

Image replication fails on publish with error 'Error reading entity from input stream' (2956616)

This issue is due to a failed API call from the Image Locality Service (ILS) in the Horizon Cloud 
Connector versions 2.2.x and earlier when used with deployments involving vCenter Server 
7.0.3. The ILS supports Horizon Image Management Service (IMS) features.
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This issue is resolved in Horizon Cloud Connector version 2.3.0 and later.

Pool creation fails when you use the console's feature to select the datastores and networks in 
the target pod's vCenter Server for the image copy (2982388)

For Horizon Cloud Connector versions 2.2.x and earlier, a known issue exists related to the 
console's feature for selecting the datastores and networks for the image copy. Due to 
this known issue, the system always selects E1000 NIC for the template that is created for 
publishing the image, and the pool creation fails.

This issue is resolved in Horizon Cloud Connector version 2.3.0 and later.
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Setting Up Horizon Image 
Management Service 2
To set up Horizon Image Management Service, you must first configure the participating 
vCenter Server instances. Then you can add images to the image catalog and create desktop 
assignments based on these managed images.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Cloud-Connected Horizon Pods - Configure the vCenter Server Instances for Use with Horizon 
Image Management Service

n First-Gen Tenants - IMS and Horizon 8 Pods - Import an Image from vCenter into the Image 
Catalog

n First-Gen Tenants - IMS and Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure Deployments - Import an 
Image into the Image Catalog

n First-Gen Tenants - Publish an Image Version - Horizon Image Management Service

n Create an Image in the Catalog

n Move a VM from the Imported VMs Page to the Multi-Pod Images Page

Cloud-Connected Horizon Pods - Configure the vCenter 
Server Instances for Use with Horizon Image Management 
Service

To start using the Horizon Image Management Service (IMS), you must first establish 
authentication trust between all the vCenter Server instances that contain managed images that 
you want to use with IMS. Then you must set up your vCenter Server credentials in the Horizon 
Universal Console.

In this procedure, you first establish authentication trust between all of the participating vCenter 
Server instances. Then you use the Horizon Universal Console Setup vCenter Credentials wizard 
to specify the user login information that IMS will use for those vCenter Server instances.

Configuring this login information ensures that IMS has access to the images resident on those 
vCenter Server instances.
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Prerequisites

n Cloud-connect the Horizon pods that you want to have participate in the Horizon Image 
Management Service. See First-Gen Tenants - Getting Started with IMS.

n Verify that the participating vCenter Server instances meet the prerequisites described in 
First-Gen Tenants - IMS System Requirements.

n To make yourself aware of potential limitations of a configuration with vCenter Server, see 
First-Gen Tenants - Known Limitations and Issues of IMS in a First-Generation Horizon Cloud 
Environment.

Procedure

1 Establish authentication trust between the vCenter Server instances by adding each vCenter 
Server instance's trusted root CA certificates to the other vCenter Server instances.

Note   For the specific UI steps to download the vCenter Server instance's trusted root CA 
certificates using vSphere Client, refer to the vSphere documentation.

For each vCenter Server instance:

a Use an appropriate client to access the first vCenter Server instance you want to 
configure.

b Download that vCenter Server instance's trusted root CA certificates folder to your local 
system. The downloaded folder contains the CRT certificate file required to set up the 
trust.

c Then access the next vCenter Server instance.

d Navigate to the Certificate Management area for that instance and add the CRT certificate 
file that you downloaded from the first instance.

e Repeat the steps for each vCenter Server instance that you want to configure for Horizon 
Image Management Service.

2 Then use the Horizon Universal Console Setup vCenter Credentials wizard to complete the 
configuration.

a In the Horizon Universal Console, click Inventory > Images - Multi-Pod.

n If you have not set up the Horizon Image Management Service yet, the welcome 
screen appears, prompting you to configure your vCenter Server credentials.

n If you have already set up the Horizon Image Management Service, the main Multi-
Pod Images page appears. You can use the menu selection on this page to edit the 
credentials for an already configured vCenter Server instance, if these credentials 
have changed.

b Follow the on-screen prompts.
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Depending on what the UI displays from step 2.a, click Setup vCenter Credentials on the 
welcome screen or select vCenter > Setup Credentials on the main Multi-Pod Images 
page.

The Setup vCenter Credentials wizard appears, displaying a list of all the vCenter Server 
instances associated with your cloud-connected pods.

When you have multiple vCenter Server instances that all use the same login credentials, 
you can enable the Use same credentials for all vCenters toggle. When you enable this 
toggle and enter the credentials for one vCenter Server, the same credentials are applied 
to the other vCenter Server instances.

c Follow the UI of the Setup vCenter Credentials wizard. For each vCenter Server displayed 
in the list, enter the user name and password for the administrator account on the 
vCenter Server.

d Then click Next.

e On the wizard's Summary page, verify that the correct credentials are displayed for the 
vCenter Server. Then click Finish to complete the configuration.
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First-Gen Tenants - IMS and Horizon 8 Pods - Import an 
Image from vCenter into the Image Catalog

Use the following procedure to import an image from vCenter into the IMS image catalog and 
prepare it for publication to your first-generation Horizon Cloud tenant's Horizon pods.

Note   In all of these first-generation documentation pages, the term Horizon 8 pod includes pods 
running a software version that is compatible with the first-generation Horizon Cloud control 
plane.

When you import an image for the first time, the image is added to the catalog as version 1.0 of a 
new image.

When the image is imported into the catalog, the image is now considered managed by IMS. The 
image is a managed image.

Prerequisites

n Set up the participating vCenter Server instances. See Cloud-Connected Horizon Pods - 
Configure the vCenter Server Instances for Use with Horizon Image Management Service.

n Verify that VMware Tools is installed on the image's operating system. The import operation 
fails if VMware Tools is not installed on the operating system.

n For best results, verify that the latest Windows update patches are installed on the image's 
operating system. These updates facilitate any silent installations of Horizon Agent on the 
image in the future.

n Follow the standard and traditional Horizon guidance for preparing the image's guest 
Windows operating system for use in desktop pools. For example, to use a Windows Server 
operating system type as a single-session virtual desktop, the Horizon documentation states 
you must perform certain steps before the Horizon Agent is installed in the VM. For the 
standard Horizon guidance, refer to the information according to your pod's Connection 
Server software version:

n Version 7.13 - Setting Up Virtual Desktops in Horizon, available at Horizon 7 
Documentation.

n VMware Horizon 8 versions - Windows Desktops and Applications in Horizon, available at 
Horizon Documentation.

n Decide on at least one marker name to add to the Marker field.

Attention   For the imported image to be usable later when you create a pool, VDI 
desktop assignment, or farm, it must have at least one named marker on it. Currently the 
console only supports adding the marker in this import UI and not later on.
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Procedure

1 In the left pane of the first-gen Horizon Universal Console, select Inventory > Images - Multi-
Pod.

2 On the Multi-Pod Images page, take one of the following actions.

The action labels you see in the console will vary depending on the deployment types in your 
first-gen tenant's pod fleet — solely Horizon deployments that run Connection Server, solely 
first-gen Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployments, or both types in the fleet. Follow 
the on-screen guidance and prompts.

n Click New > Import from vCenter.

n Click New.

The Import Images wizard appears.

3 On the Definition page of the wizard, specify the filtering parameters for the type of image 
that you want to import into the catalog. To import a VM template or VM snapshot that is in 
use by a desktop assignment, enable the In Use By Pool toggle. Then specify search filters as 
described in Filtering Parameters for VM Templates and VM Snapshots.

The Images list displays all the available images that match the filtering parameters you 
specified.

4 Select an image and click Next.

Note   If you select an image that has the Horizon Agent already installed, you can choose 
not to install the agent during the image publishing process. See First-Gen Tenants - Publish 
an Image Version - Horizon Image Management Service.

5 On the Details page of the wizard, enter configuration options for the image.

Option Description

Name Enter a name for the image. Horizon Image Management Service uses this 
name when displaying the image in the image catalog.

Username Enter the correct user name of the built-in Windows super-administrator 
account for this image. If you enter the incorrect user name, the publishing 
operation fails.

Note   Horizon Image Management Service requires the privileges of the 
full, built-in Windows administrator to create a directory and install Horizon 
Agent on the VMs cloned from this image.

Password Enter the correct password of the built-in Windows super-administrator 
account for this image. If you enter the incorrect password, the publishing 
operation fails.
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Option Description

Description (Optional) Enter a description for the image.

Marker(s) Define one or more reference markers that you want to associate with the 
image. The markers are associated with version 1.0 of the image.

Attention   For this imported image to be usable later when you create a 
pool, VDI desktop assignment, or farm, it must have at least one named 
marker on it. Currently the console only supports adding the marker in this 
import UI and not at a later point.

Due to a console quirk, when using this field, after typing your desired 
marker name, you must ensure you press Enter on your keyboard and 

explicitly get the name entered into the field. If you do not see your typed 
name appear in the Marker(s) field, it is inadequately entered and will fail to 
be configured on the image.

 
6 Click Next.

7 On the Summary page of the wizard, review the information for the image and then click 
Finish.

Horizon Image Management Service starts to import the image into the catalog and creates a 
new image in the list.

On the Multi-Pod Images page, while the activity is going on, the Status column indicates the 

activity using an in-progress ( ) icon.

8 To monitor the import progress, you can click the name of the displayed image.

When you click the image's name, its details page appears. A Status column on this page also 
indicates the current activity status.

Results

During the import process, Horizon Image Management Service creates a copy of the image in 
the content library of the source pod. It also registers the image with the service by storing the 
image's metadata in the image catalog. When the import is complete, the status of image version 
1.0 changes to indicate the activity is complete.

What to do next

Publish image version 1.0 to your cloud-connected pods. See First-Gen Tenants - Publish an 
Image Version - Horizon Image Management Service.

Filtering Parameters for VM Templates and VM Snapshots

This topic describes the filtering parameters that you can use to find and select VM templates 
and VM snapshots for import into the image catalog.
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Parameter Description

In Use By Pool To limit your search to VM templates and VM snapshots 
that are currently in use by desktop assignments, turn on 
this toggle.

Important   If you turn on this setting, you must do one of 
the following to ensure that publishing the image does not 
fail:

n Before publishing the image, uninstall the Horizon 
Agent manually. You can do this using the usual 
Microsoft Windows uninstall process or using the MSI 
command-line option for uninstalling the agent. For the 
specific command-line options, see the documentation 
that is applicable for the version of the image's installed 
agent.

n While publishing the image, select the option to skip 
installing the Horizon Agent.

Type n If you turned off the In Use By Pool toggle, select VM 
template.

n If you enabled the In Use By Pool toggle, select VM 
template or VM snapshot.

Pod From the drop-down menu, select the cloud-connected 
pod that contains the image you want to import.

Specifying the pod narrows down your vCenter Server 
choices to just the instances associated with that pod.

vCenter From the drop-down menu, select the vCenter Server 
instance that contains the image you want to import.

First-Gen Tenants - IMS and Horizon Cloud on Microsoft 
Azure Deployments - Import an Image into the Image 
Catalog

This page describes how to use the console'sImages - Multi Pod page to import a Windows 
VM from the Microsoft Azure Marketplace into your first-generation Horizon Cloud tenant's IMS 
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image catalog. At the end of the creation process, the new imported image is listed on the 
console's Multi-Pod Images page, ready to be published as a multi-pod image.

Important   Use this page solely when you have a first-gen tenant environment and will use IMS 
features in that first-gen environment. As of August 2022, Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen is 
generally available and has its very own Using Next-Gen documentation set available here.

When you have a next-gen tenant, you would naturally use IMS features in that next-gen 
environment. Those next-gen IMS features and how to use them are located inside the next-gen 
documentation set starting at the page Next-Gen Managing Horizon Images.

One indication of having a next-gen environment is after you log in to your environment and see 
the Horizon Universal Console label, the browser's URL field contains a portion like /hcsadmin/. 

The first-gen console's URL has a different section (/horizonadmin/).

In a first-gen tenant that has multiple pods in its pod fleet, when you run this Import from Azure 
Marketplace workflow and select a pod, consider selecting the fleet's pod that has the lowest 
manifest version in which to create the base VM and which will be the pod that directs the 
publication process to all pods within the tenant's fleet.

When using this automated Import VM from Marketplace workflow to create a base VM, the 
system automatically uses certain VM sizes by default. The system's default choice is based 
on its internal settings, and selections you make in the wizard for operating system (OS) and 
whether to make the image GPU capable.

Important   To be supported for use in first-gen Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployments, 
all imported base images must be built from Windows-based VMs that are sourced from the 
Azure Marketplace. Even if you try an image obtained from other origins and the console does 
not prevent you from using it within the console's workflows, use of such images is unsupported.

If the image is running a Windows 11 operating system, in addition to the requirement to 
be directly sourced from the Azure Marketplace, the image cannot have been subsequently 
processed for it to be validly supported in first-gen Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure 
deployments. Importing Windows 11 VM from any other sources such as Shared Image Gallery 
(SIG), Azure Managed Images, Azure VM snapshot, and the like is currently unsupported.

For additional considerations about supported combinations of Gen-1 and Gen-2 machines for 
the image-related workflows with first-gen Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployments, which 
OSes are supported for which machine generation, refer to Support for Images Sourced from 
Pods on Microsoft Azure.

Multi-pod image - Import VM from Marketplace wizard creates:

n Non-GPU Windows-10 OS or a Windows 10 Enterprise multi-session OS or a Windows 
Server OS multi-pod image, a Standard_DS2_v2 VM

n Non-GPU Windows 11 OS or a Windows 11 OS Enterprise multi-session OS multi-pod 
image, a Standard_D4s_v3 VM

n Non-GPU Windows 7 OS multi-pod image, a Standard_DS2_v2 VM
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n GPU-capable multi-pod image, Standard_NV12s_v3 VM (GPU unsupported on Windows 
7)

Important   According to the OSes and GPU selection you plan to use, ensure that your Azure 
subscriptions have quota availability for the VM types in the preceding list. If your subscription 
does not have the appropriate quota, the Import VM from Marketplace workflow will fail because 
the VM could not be created in the subscription.

If you cannot obtain quota from Microsoft Azure for the Standard_NV12s_v3 family in your 
subscription and you want to have a GPU-capable golden image, you can use this alternative. 
Starting with the v2204 service release, Horizon Cloud supports the manual import of a 
Standard_NV4as_v4 VM from the Azure Marketplace to configure a GPU-enabled golden image 
using AMD graphics drivers. The pod must be running the v2204 release's manifest version to 
obtain that support. For the steps to manually import such a VM from the Azure Marketplace to 
use in your Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployment, first follow the sequence of pages 
starting with Manually Build and Import a Virtual Machine from Microsoft Azure into Horizon 
Cloud and its subsequent pages in the Procedure and those pages' What to do next sections. 
Then when the imported VM is on the console's Imported VMs page, use Move to Multi-Pod 
Images to move that VM to the console's Images - Multi-Pod page.

Prerequisites

This feature is only available if all your first-generation Horizon Cloud Microsoft Azure 
deployments in your first-gen tenant are running the IMS-compatible manifest version or later 
manifest. Refer to First-Gen Tenants - IMS System Requirements.

Procedure

1 To start the Import VM from Marketplace wizard, on the first-gen console's Multi-Pod Images 
page, do one of the following:

n If the tenant's pod fleet has both Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployments and 
Horizon deployments, click New > Create from Azure Marketplace.

n If the fleet solely has Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployments, click New.

2 In the wizard, select the pod in which to create the VM.

First select the pod's associated location and then select the pod from the list of pods at that 
location.

After you select a location, the choices in the Pod list are filtered to show the pods available 
in the selected location.

Important   If you are planning to use this image for GPU-enabled desktops or remote 
applications, ensure that the selected pod resides in a Microsoft Azure region that supports 
GPU-enabled virtual machines (VMs) and that your Microsoft Azure subscription supports 
GPU-enabled VMs. GPU-enabled VMs are only available in some Microsoft Azure regions. See 
Microsoft Azure Products by region for details.
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3 Select the details for the base VM.

Option Description

OS Select the Microsoft Windows operating system to use for the image's 
underlying VM.

Note   This drop-down menu takes a few moments to populate the entries.

Include GPU Enable this toggle to specify a GPU-enabled image.

n This option is not supported for the Windows 7 operating system. 
Therefore, you will not see this wizard option if you selected a Windows 
7 operating system.

n If this toggle is dimmed, that means your Microsoft Azure subscription in 
the selected pod's region does not support GPU hardware.

Important   Using this toggle results in the system importing a VM from the 
Azure Marketplace with the Standard_NV12s_v3 VM type. To get the GPU 
capabilities in that imported VM, after the import process is completed, you 
must log into the VM's operating system and install the supported NVIDIA 
graphics drivers.

Enable Public IP Address Enable this toggle to configure a public IP address for this base VM. When 
enabled, the VM gets both a private IP address and a public one.

When this toggle is turned off, the VM is configured with only a private IP 
address in your Microsoft Azure environment.
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4 Provide administration details.

Note   The user name and password you enter must meet the Microsoft requirements for 
acceptable user names and passwords for creating a VM in Microsoft Azure. For the list 
of requirements, see username requirements and password requirements in the Microsoft 
documentation.

Option Description

Username Type the admin name that you want for the VM's local administrator 
account. This local administrator account is created in the VM during the 
process. This name will be used for the local admin account to access the 
VM's operating system. This name can be a maximum of 15 characters in 
length, must not end in a period ("."), and must not be one of the admin 

names that are not allowed when creating a VM in Microsoft Azure.

Important   Ensure you can remember this local administrator account 
information (this name and the password that you specify in the Password 
text box), or that you write it down so you can retrieve the information later. 
You need these credentials to add any third-party applications to this base 
image.

Password Enter the password that you want for that administrator account. The 
password must adhere to the Microsoft Azure password rules:

n Must not be one of the admin account passwords that are not allowed 
when creating a VM in Microsoft Azure

n Must be from 12 through 123 characters in length and meet three out of 
the following four complexity requirements:

n Contain a lowercase character.

n Contain an uppercase character.

n Contain a digit.

n Contain a special character, such as (!@#$%/^&*)

Verify Password Re-type the password.
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5 In the Name text box, provide a name for the image and an optional description.

Option Description

Name Enter a name for the image.

Important   Do not enter a name that was previously used for an image 
in your Horizon Cloud environment. Due to a known issue, the VM creation 
process fails silently if you reuse a name that is already listed on the Multi-
Pod Images page. The system does not create the VM in Microsoft Azure 
but an error message does not appear in the administrative console.

When selecting a name, confirm that the name you are using does not 
already appear as an image name on either the Multi-Pod Images page or 
the Images page.

The name must adhere to the following rules:

n It cannot contain an underscore character (_).

n It can have only alphanumeric characters and the hyphen.

n The name must start with an alphabetic character (not a number).

n The name cannot end with a hyphen (-).

Description Enter an optional description for the image.

Markers Important   You must assign at least one marker to have the image 
later available for creating assignments in the console's Create Assignment 
workflow. If you do not assign at least one marker now, the image will 
not appear in the UI as a choice in the assignment creation workflow later. 
Ensure you have at least one string displayed in this box before you click 
Import.

Use this UI box to define one or more reference markers that you want to 
associate with the image. The markers will be associated with version 1.0 of 
the image.

As you type in characters, those characters appear in both the UI's box and 
in a blue row below the box.

Important   After typing in characters, you must complete the addition of 
the marker to this UI box. Either press your Enter key or click the string 
displayed in the blue row below the box. After the string is fully added to the 
UI box, the box will display the characters with a curved outline around them 
and a little x for removing it. If you do not see the string displayed in the 
box with a curved outline around it, then the marker is unsaved. The marker 
needs to be saved for the image to be used in assignments.

 
6 Click Import.

Horizon Image Management Service starts to import the image into the catalog and creates a 

new image in the list. The in-progress ( ) icon appears in the Status column for the image on 
the Multi-Pod Images page.

7 To monitor the import progress, click the name of the image on the Multi-Pod Images page.

The details page for the image appears.
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The in-progress ( ) icon appears in the Status column for version 1.0 while the import is 
underway. During this process, Horizon Image Management Service creates a copy of the 
image in the resource group of the Microsoft Azure subscription corresponding to the source 
pod. It also registers the image with the service by storing the image's metadata in the 
image catalog. When the import is complete, the status of image version 1.0 changes to 
Deployment Complete.

What to do next

Publish image version 1.0 to your first-gen tenant's Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure 
deployments. See First-Gen Tenants - Publish an Image Version - Horizon Image Management 
Service.

Important   In the console's publishing workflow, remember to select to install the Horizon Agent, 
especially if you intend to use this image with App Volumes on Azure features. The imported 
image does not yet have the agent features until they are installed in the publishing workflow.

First-Gen Tenants - Publish an Image Version - Horizon 
Image Management Service

After importing an image into the catalog or creating an image version, you must publish the 
image version to your first-gen tenant's pods. Publishing an image version makes it available for 
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use in pool assignments, desktop assignments, and farms. You use the Horizon Universal Console 
to perform these steps.

Important   Images are only published to pods that are within the same pod-type family. The two 
families are: Horizon pods that run on Horizon Connection Server software and Horizon Cloud 
pods that are based on Horizon Cloud pod-manager technology. Images from Horizon pods 
running Connection Server are only published to the same such pods, and images from pod-
manager-based pods in Microsoft Azure are only published to those same such pods. Images 
from Horizon pods can be either VDI or RDSH, but images from Horizon Cloud pods must be VDI 
desktop images.

Warning   The following warnings apply to Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployments:

n After you publish an image sourced from a pod on Microsoft Azure and it is in its sealed state 
in Horizon Cloud, do not use the Microsoft Azure Portal to perform actions on that image VM 
or copies of it. Using the Microsoft Azure Portal to perform direct actions on a VM that is 
in the published state in Horizon Cloud is unsupported and will cause unexpected behavior. 
Always use the Horizon Universal Console to perform actions on sealed images.

n If you want to publish an image version that was deployed on a higher version Microsoft 
Azure pod and see the error "Cannot publish because the destination pods lower-version-
pod-name belong to a lower version compared to the source pod," perform one of the 
following workarounds.

n Deselect Install Horizon Agent during publication.

n Import an image to the lowest pod version .

n Deselect the pods lower-version-pod-name under the Destination section.

Prerequisites

n For the Horizon 8 pods that you are using with IMS, set up the participating vCenter Server 
instances. See Cloud-Connected Horizon Pods - Configure the vCenter Server Instances for 
Use with Horizon Image Management Service.

n Ensure that all the tenant's first-generation Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure pods are 
healthy and online and that there is sufficient quota in all regions for your Microsoft Azure 
subscription.

n Import the image. For the Horizon 8 pods, see First-Gen Tenants - IMS and Horizon 8 Pods - 
Import an Image from vCenter into the Image Catalog. For Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure 
pods, see First-Gen Tenants - IMS and Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure Deployments - 
Import an Image into the Image Catalog.

n In order for an image to be usable for a pool, desktop assignment, or farm, it must have 
at least one marker on it. You can add markers to the image during the creation or import 
process.
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n Ensure that there are no pending Windows updates on the parent image or template of 
the image version that you want to publish. If there are Windows updates pending, the 
publication of the image fails.

n If you are publishing an image from an imported VM, you must remove any custom script 
extension from that VM before you attempt to publish it.

n If the Horizon pod is version 2103 or later and you want to use a 32-bit image, then you must 
manually pre-install the 32-bit Horizon Agent into the image before importing the image into 
the catalog. If the pod is version 2103 or later, the 32-bit image must already have a 32-bit 
Horizon Agent installed in it before you import that image into the catalog. After importing 
that 32-bit image, then in the Publish workflow, you must deselect the Install Horizon Agent 
option so that the publish workflow will skip installation of the agent.

Procedure

1 In the console, select Inventory > Images - Multi-Pod.

The console displays all the images registered in the image catalog.

2 Click the name of the image containing the version that you want to publish.

The details page for the image appears, listing all its versions.

3 On the image details page, select the version that you want to publish. Click the more ( ... ) 
button and select Publish from the menu.

Note   You can only publish an image with the status Deployment Complete.

The Publish Image dialog box appears.
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4 Specify the options for the published image version.

For the Horizon Connection Server pod type, specify options as shown in the following table.

Option Description

Clone Type Select from the following options:

n Full Clone

n Instant Clone

Image Type Select from the following options:

n VDI

n Session Desktop

n Remote Application

Install Horizon Agent Deselect this option to publish the image without installing Horizon Agent.

If the Horizon pod is version 2103 or later and this is a 32-bit image, then you 
must already have installed the 32-bit Horizon Agent on it. In that situation, 
you must not select this Install the Horizon Agent option. Otherwise, a 
failure will occur.

Note   Only deselect this option if you installed the agent on the image 
before you imported it. In this case, you are responsible for confirming that 
the correct agent version was installed.

Important   For images moved from the Imported VMs page, this option is 
not available because you should have already installed the correct version 
of the agent.

Horizon Agent Features (Optional) To specify the availability of each Horizon Agent feature, turn on 
or turn off the toggle for each feature.

If you have multiple versions of the Horizon Agent, there is a column for 
each version showing the options available for that version. The header of 
each column also indicates the number of pods using that Horizon Agent 
version. Placing your pointer on the header shows the names and locations 
of the pods.

Caution   If you have multiple versions of the Horizon Agent, you must 
confirm that the version installed on the image is not higher than the lowest 
version shown here. If the installed version is higher than the lowest shown 
here, uninstall it manually to prevent a failed agent installation.

For information about Horizon Agent features, see the VMware Horizon 
Documentation.

Select Destination Select to choose target pods for replication. If this option is not selected, the 
image is published to all of the Horizon pods which are configured for use 
with IMS in your tenant.

When you select this option, the system displays a list of available pods. 
Select the check box next to each pod to select it. The source pod for the 
image is selected by default and cannot be deselected.

Datastore and Network Select a Host or Cluster, Resource Pool, Datastore, and Network. For 
the Network option, only the vSphere standard virtual switch network is 
supported.
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For pods in Microsoft Azure, specify options as shown in the following table.

Option Description

Optimise Windows Image Select to optimize the Windows image. This option deactivates physical 
desktop features for more efficient VM performance and capacity utilization, 
and helps avoid Microsoft Windows Sysprep issues. For more information, 
see Deciding to Optimize the Windows Image When Using the Import Virtual 
Machine from Marketplace Wizard.

Remove Windows Store Apps Select to remove Windows Store applications, also known as AppX 
packages, deactivate automatic application and Windows Store updates and 
downloads. This improves performance and helps avoid Microsoft Windows 
Sysprep issues. For more information, see Using the Remove Windows Store 
Apps Option When Using the Import Desktop Wizard.

Select Destination Select to choose target pods for replication. If this option is not selected, the 
image is published to all pods on Microsoft Azure.

When you select this option, the system displays a list of available pods. 
Select the check box next to each pod to select it. The source pod for the 
image is selected by default and cannot be deselected.

Company Name Name to appear as the default for the desktops created from this image.

Time Zone Time zone where the company is located.

Install NSX Agent Select this option to install NSX agent on the image.

This option only appears if the capability for installing the NSX agent in 
Image Management is activated in your environment.

Note   Before selecting this option, ensure that all relevant NSX components 
are installed and configured. Enable NSX Cloud networking and security 
features for assignments associated with this pod. For more information, 
see VMware NSX Cloud and Horizon Cloud Pods in Microsoft Azure This 
option can only be used if NSX Cloud version 3.1.1 or later is installed on 
the pod's virtual network. For NSX Cloud versions earlier than 3.1.1, configure 
the Microsoft Azure private DNS for NSX Cloud gateways as described in 
https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/81158 or the image publish will fail.

Install Horizon Agent Deselect this option to publish the image without installing Horizon Agent.

If the Horizon pod is version 2103 or later and this is a 32-bit image, then you 
must already have installed the 32-bit Horizon Agent on it. In that situation, 
you must not select this Install the Horizon Agent option. Otherwise, a 
failure will occur.

Attention   Only deselect this option if you installed the agent on the image 
before you imported it. In this case, you are responsible for confirming that 
the correct agent version was installed.

Note   For images moved from the Imported VMs page, this option is not 
available because you should have already installed the correct version of 
the agent.

Datastore and Network Select a Host or Cluster, Resource Pool, Datastore, and Network. For 
the Network option, only the vSphere standard virtual switch network is 
supported.
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5 Click Submit.

The publication process begins. During this operation, Horizon Image Management Service 
replicates and places a copy of the image version in the content library of each cloud-
connected pod.

Note   Images are published to pods that are of the same type of resource capacity. 
For example, images from Horizon pod deployments are only published to Horizon pod 
deployments, and images from Microsoft Azure are only published to pods in your Microsoft 
Azure cloud capacity.

The image version shows the in-progress ( ) status while the publishing operation is 
underway.

6 To monitor the publication progress, click the version number on the image details page.

The version details page appears.

Results

The Image Copies section shows the status of the image version as it is replicated to each pod. 

During the replication process, the version copy shows the in-progress ( ) status. When the 
replication is complete, the status changes to Available.

n For Horizon pod deployments, the source pod from which you originally imported the image 
shows two version copies. The Deployment Complete copy represents the source image 
that was replicated to the pod's content library. The Available copy represents the published 
image version that you can use for assignments.

n For pods in Microsoft Azure, there is only one copy. The status of this copy is Deployment 
Complete before you publish it and then becomes Available after you publish it.

Note   You cannot make changes to a published image version.

The replication process might fail on some or all pods due to environmental issues such as pod 
going offline.

n Failure on some pods and success on others results in a status of Partially Available.

n Failure on all pods results in a status of Failed.

If an image version has a status of Partially Available or Failed, you can republish it after 
you have corrected any environmental issues that caused the failure on a particular pod. See 
Republish an Image Version Using the Horizon Universal Console.
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What to do next

n Create a desktop assignment based on that newly published image. Refer to the steps at the 
following links, according to pod type:

n Horizon pods, see Chapter 3 Cloud-Connected Horizon Pods - Creating Desktop 
Assignments with Horizon Cloud Managed Images

n Horizon Cloud pods, Chapter 4 Pods in Microsoft Azure - Creating VDI Multi-Cloud 
Assignments with Managed Images

n To re-associate an existing desktop assignment to use the newly published image, see 
Update Desktop Assignments with a Customized Image.

Create an Image in the Catalog

You can create an image based on an existing image version in the catalog. This capability lets 
you quickly branch an existing image into a new collection of image versions. You perform these 
steps in the Horizon Universal Console.

Prerequisites

When creating an image for Horizon pods of the type based on Horizon Connection Server, you 
must first set up the participating vCenter Server instances. See Cloud-Connected Horizon Pods - 
Configure the vCenter Server Instances for Use with Horizon Image Management Service.

Procedure

1 In the console, select Inventory > Images - Multi-Pod.

The console displays all the images registered in the image catalog.

2 Click the name of the existing image containing the version that will serve as the basis for the 
new image.

The details page for the image appears, listing all its image versions.
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3 Select the version on which you want to base the new image, and then click New Image.

The New Image dialog box appears.

4 Specify the options for the new image.

Option Description

Source Image Version This read-only field shows the version number of the source for the new 
image.

Image Name Enter the name of the new image.

Description (Optional) Enter a description for the new image.

Version This read-only field shows the version number of the new image. By default, 
the new image is created as version 1.0.

Description (Optional) Enter a description for the new image version.

Marker(s) (Optional) Define one or more reference markers to associate with the new 
image.

 
5 Click Submit.

Horizon Image Management Service creates the image and adds it to the image catalog. The 
new image contains a 1.0 version based on the source image.

What to do next

Publish image version 1.0 to your cloud-connected pods. See First-Gen Tenants - Publish an 
Image Version - Horizon Image Management Service.
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Move a VM from the Imported VMs Page to the Multi-Pod 
Images Page

This page describes the process typically used in the Horizon Universal Console where the 
console's Imported VMs page lists single-pod-based VMs that are in your tenant's Horizon Cloud 
on Microsoft Azure deployments. To use such single-pod images with IMS, first move them to the 
console's Multi-Pod Images page from where you can make them into multi-pod images.

Important   To be supported for use in first-gen Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployments, 
all imported base images must be built from Windows-based VMs that are sourced from the 
Azure Marketplace. Even if you try an image obtained from other origins and the console does 
not prevent you from using it within the console's workflows, use of such images is unsupported.

If the image is running a Windows 11 operating system, in addition to the requirement to 
be directly sourced from the Azure Marketplace, the image cannot have been subsequently 
processed for it to be validly supported in first-gen Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure 
deployments. Importing Windows 11 VM from any other sources such as Shared Image Gallery 
(SIG), Azure Managed Images, Azure VM snapshot, and the like is currently unsupported.

For additional considerations about supported combinations of Gen-1 and Gen-2 machines for 
the image-related workflows with first-gen Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployments, which 
OSes are supported for which machine generation, refer to Support for Images Sourced from 
Pods on Microsoft Azure.

The console's Imported VMs page lists single-pod-based VMs by design. A single-pod-based VM 
gets listed on the page as an outcome from two scenarios. One scenario is when you manually 
import a base VM from the Azure Marketplace into a specific Horizon Cloud pod. The other 
scenario is when a base VM is created in a specific pod using the single-pod Import VM from 
Marketplace workflow on that Imported VMs page.

The console's Imported VMs page provides two options for publishing imported VMs as sealed 
golden images:

n Publish to Images - This option publishes a VM as a single-pod assignable image on the 
Images page.

n Move to Multi-Pod Images - This option moves a VM to the Multi-Pod Images page where 
you can then publish it as a multi-pod image.

This topic describes the Move to Multi-Pod Images option.

In the Move to Multi-Pod Images flow, the system retains the size of the VM that is being moved.

Prerequisites

n This procedure is only available for desktop VMs.

n For your Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployments, this feature is only available if 
all those pods are at the manifest version specified in First-Gen Tenants - IMS System 
Requirements.
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n Before moving a VM to the Multi-Pod Images page, confirm that you have installed and 
paired the correct Horizon Agent on the VM.

Attention   For images created and published in the past on individual pods in Microsoft Azure 
without using the Image Management Service (IMS), you must first duplicate the image on the 
Images page. This creates a duplicate VM on the Imported VMs page that you can then move 
using the steps below. For information about duplication, see Actions You Can Perform on 
Published Images from Horizon Cloud Pods in Microsoft Azure.

Procedure

1 On the Imported VMs page, select the VM and click Move to Multi-Pod Images.

2 Specify options as described in the following table.

Option Description

Image Name Enter a name for the image.

Important   Do not enter a name that was previously used for an image 
in your Horizon Cloud environment. Due to a known issue, the VM creation 
process fails silently if you reuse a name that is already listed on the Multi-
Pod Images page. The system will not create the VM in Microsoft Azure, 
however, an error message does not appear in the administrative console.

When selecting a name, confirm that the name you are using does not 
already appear as an image name on either the Multi-Pod Images page or 
the Images page.

The name must adhere to the following rules:

n It cannot contain an underscore character (_).

n It can have only alphanumeric characters and the hyphen.

n The name must start with an alphabetic character (not a number).

n The name cannot end with a hyphen (-).

Description Enter an optional description for the image.
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Option Description

Markers Important   You must assign at least one marker to have the image 
later available for creating assignments in the console's Create Assignment 
workflow. If you do not assign at least one marker now, the image will 
not appear in the UI as a choice in the assignment creation workflow later. 
Ensure you have at least one string displayed in this box before you click 
Import.

Use this UI box to define one or more reference markers that you want to 
associate with the image. The markers will be associated with version 1.0 of 
the image.

As you type in characters, those characters appear in both the UI's box and 
in a blue row below the box.

Important   After typing in characters, you must complete the addition of 
the marker to this UI box. Either press your Enter key or click the string 
displayed in the blue row below the box. After the string is fully added to the 
UI box, the box will display the characters with a curved outline around them 
and a little x for removing it. If you do not see the string displayed in the 
box with a curved outline around it, then the marker is unsaved. The marker 
needs to be saved for the image to be used in assignments.

Include GPU Enable this toggle to specify a GPU-enabled multi-pod image as the result of 
the move.

n This option is not supported for the Windows 7 operating system. 
Therefore, you will not see this wizard option if you selected a Windows 
7 operating system.

n If this toggle is dimmed, that means your Microsoft Azure subscription in 
the selected pod's region does not support GPU hardware.

Attention   If you are planning to use this image for GPU-enabled desktops 
or remote applications, ensure that the selected pod resides in a Microsoft 
Azure region that supports GPU-enabled virtual machines (VMs) and that 
your Microsoft Azure subscription supports GPU-enabled VMs. GPU-enabled 
VMs are only available in some Microsoft Azure regions. See Microsoft Azure 
Products by region for details.

Important   When enabling GPU, after the base VM is created, you must log 
into the VM's operating system and install the appropriate graphics drivers 
to get the GPU capabilities of the Microsoft Azure GPU-enabled VM. You 
install the drivers after the workflow is completed.
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Option Description

Username Type the admin name that you want for the VM's local administrator 
account. This local administrator account is created in the VM during the 
process. This name is used for the local admin account to access the VM's 
operating system. This name can be a maximum of 15 characters in length, 
must not end in a period ("."), and must not be one of the admin names that 
are not allowed when creating a VM in Microsoft Azure.

Note   The user name you enter must meet the Microsoft requirements for 
acceptable user names for creating a VM in Microsoft Azure. For the list of 
requirements, see username requirements in the Microsoft documentation.

Important   Ensure you can remember this local administrator account 
information (this name and the password that you specify in the Password 
text box), or that you write it down so you can retrieve the information later. 
You need these credentials to add any third-party applications to this base 
image.

Password Type the password that you want for that administrator account. The 
password must adhere to the Microsoft Azure password rules:

n Must not be one of the admin account passwords that are not allowed 
when creating a VM in Microsoft Azure

n Must be from 12 through 123 characters in length and meet three out of 
the following four complexity requirements:

n Contain a lowercase character

n Contain an uppercase character

n Contain a digit

n Contain a special character, such as (!@#$%/^&*)

Note   The password you enter must meet the Microsoft requirements for 
acceptable passwords for creating a VM in Microsoft Azure. For the list of 
requirements, see password requirements in the Microsoft documentation.

Verify Password Retype the password.

 
3 Click Move.

Horizon Image Management Service imports the image into the catalog and creates a new 
image in the list on the Multi-Pod Images page. This is version 1.0 of the image and has status 
of Deployment Complete.

What to do next

Publish image version 1.0 to your cloud-connected pods. See First-Gen Tenants - Publish an 
Image Version - Horizon Image Management Service.

Note   When you publish an image moved from the Imported VMs page, the Install Horizon 
Agent option is not available because you should have already installed the correct version of 
the agent.
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Cloud-Connected Horizon Pods 
- Creating Desktop Assignments 
with Horizon Cloud Managed 
Images

3
After you set up the Horizon Image Management Service by importing and publishing images 
from your Horizon Cloud pod fleet's Horizon pods, you can create desktop assignments based on 
these managed images.

Horizon Image Management Service supports the use of managed images for the following types 
of desktop assignments.

Note   These desktop pools are the types used for cloud-connected Horizon pods. Such pods are 
based on Horizon Connection Server software.

n Automated full-clone desktop pools

n Automated instant-clone desktop pools

n Automated instant-clone farms

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Cloud-Connected Horizon Pods - Create an Automated Desktop Pool from a Managed Image

n Cloud-Connected Horizon Pods - Create an Automated Farm from a Managed Image

n Horizon 8 Pods - Changing the Image and Snapshot Source in a Pool or Farm from vCenter 
Server to Image Catalog or the Reverse

Cloud-Connected Horizon Pods - Create an Automated 
Desktop Pool from a Managed Image

This documentation topic is specific to desktop pools for Horizon pods — the pod type that 
is based on Horizon Connection Server software. You can create an automated instant-clone 
desktop pool or an automated desktop pool that contains full virtual machines based on a 
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managed image in the image catalog template. Markers allow you to associate the desktop pool 
with a specific version of the image.

Note   When you want to create a desktop assignment using managed images from your 
pod-manager-based pods in Microsoft Azure, the steps are different from these steps. In that 
scenario, you create a multi-cloud desktop assignment. See Chapter 4 Pods in Microsoft Azure - 
Creating VDI Multi-Cloud Assignments with Managed Images.

Prerequisites

n Prepare the managed image that the Horizon pod will use to create the machines. The 
image must be available in the image catalog in the Horizon Universal Console. Perform the 
following procedures:

n Import the image. See First-Gen Tenants - IMS and Horizon 8 Pods - Import an Image from 
vCenter into the Image Catalog.

n Publish at least one version of the image. See First-Gen Tenants - Publish an Image 
Version - Horizon Image Management Service.

n Gather the configuration information you must provide to create the automated instant-clone 
desktop pool or automated desktop pool that contains full virtual machines. For the specific 
instructions, refer to the information according to the pod's Connection Server software 
version:

n Version 7.13 - Setting Up Virtual Desktops in Horizon, available at Horizon 7 
Documentation.

n VMware Horizon 8 versions 2006 or later - Windows Desktops and Applications in 
Horizon, available at Horizon Documentation.

n If you intend to provide access to your desktops and applications through Workspace ONE 
Access, create the desktop and application pools as a user who has the Horizon predefined 
Administrators role on the root access group, as displayed in the pod's Horizon Console. If 
you give the user the Administrators role on an access group other than the root access 
group, Workspace ONE Access will not recognize the SAML authenticator you configure in 
Horizon, and you cannot configure the pool in Workspace ONE Access.

Procedure

1 In Horizon Console, select Inventory > Desktops.

2 Click Add.

3 Select Automated Desktop Pool and click Next.

4 Choose to create an automated instant-clone desktop pool or an automated desktop pool 
that contains full virtual machines.

n To create an instant-clone desktop pool, select Instant Clone, and click Next.
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n To create an automated desktop pool that contains full virtual machines, select Full 
Virtual Machines, and click Next.

5 Follow the prompts through the wizard until you reach the vCenter Settings page.

6 Under Virtual Machine Template, select Image Catalog as the image source.

7 Under Stream, click Browse.

The Select Stream dialog box appears.

Note   Horizon Console uses the term "stream" to refer to images.

8 Select the image that you want to use for the desktop pool.

a To display all the images from the image catalog, regardless of the images' status, select 
Show all streams.

Note   Selecting this option displays all images from the image catalog, including images 
that are not yet ready or available for use with a desktop pool.

b To search for a specific image in the catalog, start typing the name of the image in the 
filter text box.

c To update the display list with the latest images from the image catalog, click the refresh 

( ) icon.

d In the display list, select the image to serve as the basis for the desktop pool.

e Click Submit.

9 On the vCenter Settings page, select an option from the Marker drop-down menu.

The marker that you select determines the specific version of the image that is used to create 
the desktop pool. For more information, see Working with Markers.
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10 To complete the creation of the desktop pool, continue to follow the prompts through the 
remaining options and pages of the wizard.

You can go directly back to any wizard page by clicking the page name in the navigation 
pane.

11 To verify the association between the desktop pool and the image version, go to the Horizon 
Universal Console and click Inventory > Images - Multi-Pod. From there, click the name of 
the associated image to open the image details page. Then click the version number of the 
version tagged with the same marker that you associated with the desktop pool.

On the version details page, verify that the newly created desktop pool appears under the 
Pools list.

What to do next

Entitle users to access the pool. For the specific instructions, refer to the information according to 
the pod's Connection Server software version:

n Version 7.13 - Setting Up Virtual Desktops in Horizon, available at Horizon 7 Documentation.

n VMware Horizon 8 versions - Windows Desktops and Applications in Horizon, available at 
Horizon Documentation.

Cloud-Connected Horizon Pods - Create an Automated 
Farm from a Managed Image

This documentation topic is specific to desktop pools for Horizon pods — the pod type that is 
based on Horizon Connection Server software. You can create an automated instant-clone farm 
that contains RDS hosts based on a managed image in the image catalog template. Markers allow 
you to associate the farm with a specific version of the image.

You create an automated instant-clone farm as part of the process to give users access to 
published applications or published desktops.
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Prerequisites

n Prepare the managed image that Horizon will use to create the machines. The image must 
be available in the image catalog in the Horizon Universal Console. Perform the following 
procedures:

n Import the image. See First-Gen Tenants - IMS and Horizon 8 Pods - Import an Image from 
vCenter into the Image Catalog.

n Publish at least one version of the image. See First-Gen Tenants - Publish an Image 
Version - Horizon Image Management Service.

n Gather the configuration information you must provide to create the farm. For the specific 
instructions, refer to the information according to the pod's Connection Server software 
version:

n Version 7.13 - Setting Up Virtual Desktops in Horizon, available at Horizon 7 
Documentation.

n VMware Horizon 8 versions 2006 or later - Windows Desktops and Applications in 
Horizon, available at Horizon Documentation.

Procedure

1 In Horizon Console, select Inventory > Farms.

2 Click Add.

3 Select Automated Farm and click Next.

4 Select Instant clone and click Next.

5 Follow the prompts to proceed through the wizard until you reach the vCenter Settings 
page.

6 Select Image Catalog as the image source.
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7 Under Stream, click Browse.

The Select Stream dialog box appears.

Note   Horizon Console uses the term "stream" to refer to images.

8 Select the image that you want to use for the farm.

a To display all the images from the image catalog, regardless of the images' status, select 
Show all streams.

Note   Selecting this option displays all images from the image catalog, including images 
that are not yet ready or available for use with a farm.

b To search for a specific image in the catalog, start typing the name of the image in the 
filter text box.

c To update the display list with the latest images from the image catalog, click the refresh 

( ) icon.

d In the display list, select the image to serve as the basis for the farm.

e Click Submit.

9 On the vCenter Settings page, select an option from the Marker drop-down menu.

The marker that you select determines the specific version of the image that is used to create 
the farm. For more information, see Working with Markers.

10 To complete the farm creation, continue to follow the prompts through the remaining options 
and pages of the wizard.

You can go directly back to any wizard page by clicking the page name in the navigation 
pane.
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11 To verify the association between the farm and the image version, go to the Horizon 
Universal Console and click Inventory > Images - Multi-Pod. From there, click the name of 
the associated image to open the image details page. Then click the version number of the 
version tagged with the same marker that you associated with the farm.

On the version details page, verify that the newly created farm appears under the Pools list.

What to do next

Create a published application pool or a published desktop pool. For the specific instructions, 
refer to the information according to the pod's Connection Server software version:

n Version 7.13 - Setting Up Virtual Desktops in Horizon, available at Horizon 7 Documentation.

n VMware Horizon 8 versions - Windows Desktops and Applications in Horizon, available at 
Horizon Documentation.

Horizon 8 Pods - Changing the Image and Snapshot Source 
in a Pool or Farm from vCenter Server to Image Catalog or 
the Reverse

Starting with the Horizon 8 2209 release, depending on how you want your golden image to 
be managed, you can change the golden image and snapshot source used in a pool or farm 
from using vCenter Server to use the Horizon Image Management Service (IMS) Image Catalog. 
Alternatively, if a pool or farm is already using the IMS Image Catalog for its source entity, you 
can switch to use vCenter Server for that source entity.

With this feature, you can switch the source back and forth as you desire. Prior to Horizon 8 
2209 release, a way to switch the source to use IMS's Image Catalog or switch from using the 
IMS's Image Catalog was not provided.
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Using this Feature with Your Automated Full-Clone Desktop Pools

Refer to the page Horizon 8 2209 page Creating and Managing Automated Full-Clone Desktop 
Pools. As described in that page, after you use the VMware Horizon Console to edit the settings 
for the full-clone desktop pool and change the radio button for the source, you must rebuild the 
virtual machine associated with the edited source for the change to take effect.

Using this Feature with Your Automated Instant Clone Desktop Pools

Refer to the page Horizon 8 2209 Patching an Instant-Clone Desktop Pool. As described in that 
page, you change the source setting within the VMware Horizon Console's schedule push image 
operation (Maintain > Schedule).

Using this Feature with Your Automated Instant Clone Farms

Refer to the page Horizon 8 2209 Schedule Maintenance for an Automated Instant-Clone Farm. 
As described in that page, you change the source setting within the VMware Horizon Console's 
schedule maintenance operation (Maintain > Schedule).
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Pods in Microsoft Azure - Creating 
VDI Multi-Cloud Assignments with 
Managed Images

4
The work flow for creating VDI multi-cloud assignments with managed images is similar to the 
procedure for single-pod images with some minor variations.

To create a VDI multi-cloud assignment with an image managed by the Horizon Image 
Management Service, you follow the steps in Pods in Microsoft Azure - Create a VDI Multi-Cloud 
Assignment with following additional actions.

n In the Desktops step of the wizard, you must activate an additional option called Use Multi-
Pod Images.

n When Use Multi-Pod Images is activated, you are no longer required to select an image for 
each pod that you selected in the Definition step. Instead, you are required to select the 
multi-pod image you wish to use along with the associated marker.

n Also, only those multi-pod images which are in a successful published state on each pod that 
you selected in the Definition steps will be available for selection.

Note   When you create a VDI multi-cloud assignment with a managed image, you cannot edit 
that assignment to use single-pod images. If, however, you created an assignment with single 
pod images, you can edit it to use a multi-pod image by following the usual edit work flow, 
activating the Use Multi-Pod Images option in the Desktops step, and selecting a multi-pod 
image.
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Pods in Microsoft Azure - Creating 
Farms with Managed Images 5
The work flow for creating a farm with managed images is similar to the procedure for single-pod 
images with some minor variations.

To create a farm with an image managed by the Horizon Image Management Service, you follow 
the steps in Horizon Cloud Pods - Create a Farm with the following additional actions.

n In the Desktops step of the wizard, you must activate an additional option called Use Multi-
Pod Images.

n When Use Multi-Pod Images is activated, you are required to select the multi-pod image you 
wish to use along with the associated marker.

n Also, only those multi-pod images which are in a successful published state are available for 
selection.

Note   When you create a VDI multi-cloud assignment with a managed image, you cannot 
edit that assignment to use single-pod images. If, however, you created an assignment with 
single-pod images, you can edit it to use a multi-pod image by following the usual edit work 
flow, activating the Use Multi-Pod Images option in the Desktops step, and selecting a multi-pod 
image.
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Overview of the Multi-Pod Images 
Page 6
This documentation page describes the options available on the Horizon Universal Console Multi-
Pod Images page. The Multi-Pod Images page provides a dashboard display of the images 
registered in the image catalog, allowing you to view details about managed images and image 
versions. The Multi-Pod Images page also serves as a command center where you can initiate 
Horizon Image Management Service actions.

Note   The console provides navigation to two distinct image-related pages, with navigation 
labels Images - Multi-Pod and Images - Multi-Pod. The Multi-Pod Images page described here 
provides all the multi-pod-capable image features of the Horizon Image Management Service. 
The Images page only provides the features for single-pod images. For more information about 
single-pod images, see Managing Published Images for Horizon Cloud Pods in Microsoft Azure.

On the console's Multi-Pod Images page, you can view details and initiate actions for your 
managed images. Then from this main page, you can navigate to sub-pages that show more 
details about each image's versions.

Multi-Pod Images - Main Page

To display the Multi-Pod Images page in the console, select Inventory > Images - Multi-Pod.

Table 6-1. Per-Image Information Columns on the Main Multi-Pod Images page 

Column Description

Status The availability status of the image:

n During the import and publishing processes, this column displays the in-

progress ( ) status.

n After the image publication is complete, this column displays the Available 
status, indicating that the image is ready to be managed and used in desktop 
assignments.

Image Name The name of the image that you defined when you added the image to the image 
catalog.

Description The description of the image that you optionally defined when you added the 
image to the image catalog.

Versions Number of versions of this image that you have created.
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Table 6-1. Per-Image Information Columns on the Main Multi-Pod Images page (continued)

Column Description

Platform For each image, this column provides a brief indication of the deployment type that 
relates to that image.

n Private Data Center indicates that the image is sourced from the vSphere 

environment of a Horizon pod deployment.

n Microsoft Azure indicates that the image is sourced from a Horizon Cloud on 

Microsoft Azure deployment.

Attention   Images can only be published to pods that share the same pod 
deployment type. For example, images from Horizon deployments can only 
be published to the same type, and images from Horizon Cloud on Microsoft 
Azure deployments can only be published to Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure 
deployments.

OS Operating system of the image.

Modified on Timestamp of the most recent changes made to the image.

The main page also contains buttons that allow you to initiate the actions described in the 
following table. To access many of these action buttons, you must first select an image by 
clicking the selection button at the far left of its row.

Table 6-2. Actions Available from the Main Multi-Pod Images Page

Action Description

OS Optimization Tool At the top of the page, there is a banner containing a link to a download page 
for the Windows OS Optimization Tool for VMware Horizon product. This product 
prepares and optimizes Microsoft Windows and Microsoft Windows Server systems 
for use with Horizon Cloud.

Create from Azure Marketplace Opens the Import Virtual Machine - Marketplace wizard that lets you import a 
source image from the Microsoft Azure Marketplace into the image catalog. See 
First-Gen Tenants - IMS and Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure Deployments - 
Import an Image into the Image Catalog.

To use this option:

n If you have a blended fleet of Horizon pods and Horizon Cloud pods, click New 
> Create from Azure Marketplace.

n If you only have Horizon Cloud pods, click New.

Import from vCenter Opens the Import Images wizard that lets you import a source image from a 
vCenter Server instance into the image catalog. See First-Gen Tenants - IMS and 
Horizon 8 Pods - Import an Image from vCenter into the Image Catalog.

To use this option:

n If your pod fleet consists of both Horizon pods that are based on Connection 
Server) and pod-manager-based pods in Microsoft Azure, click New > Import 
from vCenter.

n If your pod fleet consists solely of Horizon pods — the pods that run on 
Connection Server — click New.

Edit Allows you to edit the description of an image registered in the image catalog. See 
Edit the Details of an Image.
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Table 6-2. Actions Available from the Main Multi-Pod Images Page (continued)

Action Description

Disable Puts the image in a deactivated state. When you deactivate an image, you cannot 
use any of its versions under that image for new desktop assignments.

Existing desktop assignments that already use a version of the image are not 
affected.

Note   This option is only available for Horizon pods that are based on Connection 
Server.

Setup Credentials Allows you to configure the user login information for accessing your vCenter 
Server instances. See Cloud-Connected Horizon Pods - Configure the vCenter 
Server Instances for Use with Horizon Image Management Service.

Select vCenter > Setup Credentials to use this option.

Note   If you do not have any Horizon pods that are based on Connection Server, 
this option does not appear.

Scan Image Inventory Scans your vCenter Server instances for images.

Select vCenter > Scan Image Inventory to use this option.

Note   If you do not have any Horizon pods that are based on Connection Server, 
this option does not appear.

Enable Returns a deactivated image to an enabled state. New desktop assignments can 
use the versions of an enabled image.

Note   If you do not have any Horizon pods that are based on Connection Server, 
this option does not appear.

Rescan Status Rescans the topology of the pod (vCenter Servers, datastores, hosts, clusters, 
datastore paths) and reports any changes that have occurred since the pod was 
connected.

n This task cannot be performed while image preparation in progress.

n The Import from vCenter andSetup Credentials options are not available while 
the rescan is running.

Refreshes the page display.

Downloads the Image Catalog Usage Report, containing all image and image 
version data in CSV format.

Clicking the name of an image opens the detailed sub-page for that image.

Image Details Page

To open the details page for an image, click the image name in the main Multi-Pod Images page.

Information about the image appears the header at the top of the page. This information includes 
the image's name, status, and OS, and the number of versions registered under the image.

The image versions appear in a list below the header. Information about each image version 
appears in the columns of the list.
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Table 6-3. Per-Version Information Columns on the Image Details Page 

Column Description

Status The availability status of the image version:

n When you first import, create, or publish a version, this column displays the 

in-progress ( ) status. The in-progress status also applies to the image 
version when it undergoes other types of changes, such as a change in marker 
association.

n After the import or creation of the version is complete, this column displays 
the Deployment Complete status, indicating that the version is ready to be 
published.

n After the publication of the version is complete, this column displays the 
Available status, indicating that the version is ready for use in desktop 
assignments.

n If a problem occurred while attempting to import or publish the version, this 
column displays the Failed status. If it is available, you can click the information 
icon next to the status to view details about the possible cause of the failure.

Version The numeric label of the image version.

n Major versions are labeled as whole integers (for example, 2.0).

n Minor versions are labeled in dot increments (for example, 1.1).

Markers List of markers assigned to the image version.

A marker is like a tag or a label that you, as the admin, put on an image version 
when you import or create an image, or when you create a new version of an 
image. You set a marker for the purpose of referring to that marker later when you 
create a multi-cloud assignment based on that image version.

Description The description of the image version that you optionally defined when you created 
the version.

Modified on Timestamp of the most recent changes made to the image version.

The image details page also contains buttons that allow you to initiate the actions described 
in the following table. To access many of these action buttons, you must first select an image 
version by clicking the selection button at the far left of the row.

Table 6-4. Actions Available from the Image Details Page 

Action Description

New Image Opens a dialog box which lets you create an image using the selected image 
version as the baseline. See Create an Image in the Catalog.

New Version Opens a dialog box which lets you create an image version using the selected 
version as the baseline. See Create a New Image Version.

Edit Opens a dialog box which lets you associate new or existing markers with the 
image version. See Update Desktop Assignments with a Customized Image.

Disable Puts the image version in a deactivated state. When you deactivate an image 
version, you cannot use the version for new desktop assignments.

Existing desktop assignments that already use the image version are not affected.

Note   This option is only available for Horizon pods that are based on Connection 
Server.
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Table 6-4. Actions Available from the Image Details Page (continued)

Action Description

Publish Opens the Publish Image dialog box which lets you specify configuration options 
for publishing the image version. See First-Gen Tenants - Publish an Image Version - 
Horizon Image Management Service.

To access the Publish button, click the more (...) button that displays the menu of 
advanced commands.

Enable Returns a deactivated image version to an enabled state. Enabling an image version 
makes it available again for use in desktop assignments.

To access the Enable button, click the more (...) button that displays the menu of 
advanced commands.

Note   This option is only available for Horizon pods that are based on Connection 
Server.

Delete Deletes an image version that is not being used by an assignment. See Delete an 
Image or Image Version.

Republish Retries publishing an image version when publishing has failed. See Republish an 
Image Version Using the Horizon Universal Console.

Note   This option is only available for pods on Microsoft Azure.

Unpublish Removes all the image copies and brings back the source VM to Deployment 
Complete status. See Unpublish an Image Version.

Note   This option is only available for pods on Microsoft Azure.

Refreshes the page display.

Clicking the version number in a row opens the details page for that image version.

Image Version Details Page

To open the details page for an image version, click the version number in the image details 
page.

The page header displays the name of the image that the version belongs to, the version 
number, the status of the image version, the operating system, and the number of pods.
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Below the header, there are two tables, one providing information about the copies of the image 
version located in your pods and the other about pools or assignments based on the image 
version.

n Information About Image Copies

Column Description

Status The availability status of each copy of the image version:

n During the replication process as the image version is being copied to the 

content library of the source pod, this column displays the in-progress ( ) 
status.

Note  

n For Horizon pods, the content library is the vCenter Server associated with 
the pod.

n For Horizon Cloud pods in Microsoft Azure, the content library is the 
Microsoft Azure Shared Image Gallery definition corresponding to the pod.

n After the image version is copied to the content library of the source pod, the 
status changes to Deployment Complete.

n After the image version is copied to the content library of a pod other than the 
source, the status changes to Available.

n If a problem occurred while attempting to copy the image version, this column 
displays the Failed status. If it is available, you can click the information icon 
next to the status to view details about the possible cause of the failure.

Pod Name of the Horizon pod in which the copy of the image version resides.

File Path Path where the image copy is located.

n For copies in Horizon pods that are based on Connection Server, this is the 
vCenter IP address.

n For copies in pods on Microsoft Azure, this is the path assigned by Microsoft 
Azure in the resource group for your Microsoft Azure subscription.

Note   There is a known issue that might cause the file path not to display 
for images sourced from Microsoft Azure and moved from the Imported VMs 
page.

Copy Name The name of the copy as it appears in the pod. This name is formed using the 
image name and version number, and is the same for all copies listed.

Modified On Date and time this copy was last modified.

n Information About Desktop Pools and Assignments — the information shown depends on the 
type of image.

n Information About Desktop Pools (Images From Horizon Deployments)

Column Description

Name Name of the pool or assignment created in the 
console.

Provisioning Type Method of provisioning the desktop pool or 
assignment.
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n Information About Desktop Assignments (Images From Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure 
deployments)

Column Description

Name Assignment name.

Markers Markers associated with the assignment.

This is the same marker you set up during image import as described in the 
preceding "Per-Version Information Columns on the Image Details Page" table.

Pod Name of the pod from which the desktop assignment is provisioned.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Image-Related Options in the Inventory Menu of the Horizon Universal Console

Image-Related Options in the Inventory Menu of the Horizon 
Universal Console

The console's navigation bar's Inventory menu provides access to pages for working with 
assets that are in your environment's inventory, such as RDSH farms, assignable images and 
applications, and imported virtual machines (VMs). The image-related options you see in this 
menu vary depending on the pod types in your pod fleet.

When Your Pod Fleet Consists Solely of Cloud-Connected VMware 
Horizon Pods

As described in the Horizon Cloud Deployment Guide, such pods are based on Horizon 
Connection Server software. In this scenario, the Inventory menu displays the Images - Multi-Pod 
option. This opens the Multi-Pod Images page that provides all the multi-pod-capable image 
features of the Horizon Image Management Service. These features provide for creating images 
that are can be shared across multiple pods. See Chapter 6 Overview of the Multi-Pod Images 
Page.

When Your Pod Fleet Consists Solely of Pods Deployed in Microsoft 
Azure

As described in the Horizon Cloud Deployment Guide, this pod type is based on the Horizon 
Cloud pod-manager technology. In this scenario, the options shown in the console will vary based 
on the following criteria:

n All of your pods are at manifest version 2632 or later.

n Your tenant environment is configured to use Universal Broker.

n Your customer account is enabled to use Horizon Image Management Service for pods 
deployed in Microsoft Azure.
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If all of these criteria are met, the Inventory menu shows two options: Images and Images - 
Multi-Pod. Otherwise, the menu shows only the Images option. These two options are described 
below.

n Images - Opens the Images page that provides the image-related work flows for publishing 
an image to a single pod only, and the actions that the system provides for use with such 
per-pod images. These are the work flows that are described in Convert a Configured Image 
VM to an Assignable Image in Horizon Cloud and Managing Published Images for Horizon 
Cloud Pods in Microsoft Azure.

n Images - Multi-Pod - Opens the Multi-Pod Images page that provides all the multi-pod-
capable image features of the Horizon Image Management Service. These features provide 
for creating images that are can be shared across multiple pods. See Chapter 6 Overview of 
the Multi-Pod Images Page.

Note   These features are only available for VDI desktops. For RDSH-type images, use the 
Images page.

When Your Pod Fleet is a Blend of Horizon Pods and Pod-Manager-
Based Pods in Microsoft Azure

When your pod fleet contains both cloud-connected Horizon pods based on Connection Server 
and pod-manager-based pods in Microsoft Azure, the Inventory menu shows two options: 
Images and Images - Multi-Pod. These two options are described below.

n Images - Opens the Images page that provides the image-related work flows for publishing 
an image to a single pod only, and the actions that the system provides for use with such 
per-pod images. These are the work flows that are described in Convert a Configured Image 
VM to an Assignable Image in Horizon Cloud and Managing Published Images for Horizon 
Cloud Pods in Microsoft Azure.

n Images - Multi-Pod - Opens the Multi-Pod Images page that provides all the multi-pod-
capable image features of the Horizon Image Management Service. These features provide 
for creating images that are can be shared across multiple pods. See the Chapter 6 Overview 
of the Multi-Pod Images Page.

Note   For pods in Microsoft Azure, these features are only available for VDI desktops. For 
RDSH-type images, use the Images page.
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Updating Desktop Assignments 7
Horizon Image Management Service allows you to easily update desktop assignments across 
your pods with images that you have modified. Once you have set up the proper associations 
between your desktop assignments and images, you can update these associations by using 
markers.

To accomplish the automated updating of desktop assignments, perform the following tasks in 
the listed order:

1 Create a new version of the existing image used by the desktop assignments. See Create a 
New Image Version.

2 Make the required customizations to the new image version. See Customize an Image.

3 Make the newly customized version available for use in desktop assignments by publishing 
the version. See First-Gen Tenants - Publish an Image Version - Horizon Image Management 
Service.

4 Update desktop assignments by moving the associated marker from the current image 
version to the newly customized version. See Update Desktop Assignments with a 
Customized Image.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Create a New Image Version

n Customize an Image

n Update Desktop Assignments with a Customized Image

Create a New Image Version

To initiate the workflow for updating your desktop assignments with a customized image, you 
first create a new version of the image in the image catalog. You perform these steps in the 
Horizon Universal Console.
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The new version receives any edits you make to the underlying image. As an example, for 
on-premises Horizon pods, the new version receives any edits you make to the underlying image 
instance in vCenter Server.

Note   Creating an image by selecting a New Image or New Version on the Version page is not 
possible if one or more of the following situations apply.

n Deletion of the Microsoft Azure source pod upon which the original image was imported and 
published

n Deletion of the subscription or resource group corresponding to the Microsoft Azure source 
pod

Procedure

1 Click Inventory > Images - Multi-Pod.

The console displays all the multi-pod images registered in the image catalog.

2 Click the name of the image for which you want to add a new version.

The details page for the image appears, listing all its current versions.

3 Click the selection button to the far left of the source version on which you want to base the 
new version, and then click New Version.

The New Version dialog box appears.

4 Specify the options for the new version.

Option Description

Source Image Version This read-only field shows the image version to be incremented.

Version type Specify how to increment the new version number:

n Major increments the number by a full integer value (for example, 1.0 to 
2.0).

n Minor increments the number by a dot value (for example, 1.1 to 1.2).

Description (Optional) Enter a description for the new version.

Marker(s) (Optional) Define one or more reference markers to associate with the new 
version.

 
5 Click Submit.

The in-progress ( ) icon appears in the Status column for the new version while Horizon 
Image Management Service creates the version in the catalog and prepares its underlying 
image in the source pod. When the image preparation is complete, the status of the new 
version changes to Deployment Complete.

The underlying image of the new version is a copy of the source version's underlying image. 
You can now edit the new version's underlying image without affecting the source image 
version.
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What to do next

For Horizon pods in a VMware SDDC, you use vSphere Client to make edits and customizations 
to the new version's underlying image. See Customize an Image.

Customize an Image

To customize the OS and application settings for an image version registered in the image 
catalog, use vSphere Client to make the necessary changes to the image on the vCenter Server.

After creating an image version but before publishing it to your pods, you can customize the 
underlying image to include all the settings and capabilities you want to provide in your end 
users' desktops.

Your customization tasks might include:

n Installing the third-party applications that you want make available in your end users' 
desktops.

n Customizing the Windows guest OS, such as installing special drivers required by your 
organization, applying wallpaper, setting default colors and fonts, configuring taskbar 
settings, and other such OS-level tasks.

Prerequisites

Perform the steps in Create a New Image Version.

Procedure

1 Identify the source image that you want to customize.

a In the Horizon Universal Console, select Inventory > Images - Multi-Pod.

b Click the name of the image containing the version that you want to customize.
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c On the image details page, click the version number of the image version that you want 
to customize.

d On the version details page, in the Image Copies section, note the following:

n The IP address or fully qualified domain name of the source vCenter Server, listed 
under vCenter.

n The name of the image listed under Template/Snapshot. This is the name of the 
source image in the vCenter content library.

2 Locate the source image on the vCenter Server.

a Using a web browser and the IP address you obtained in the previous step, navigate to 
the URL of the source vCenter Server.

b Click Launch vSphere Client (HTML) and log in to vSphere Client.

c In vSphere Client, search for the source image name that you obtained in the previous 
step.

3 After locating the source image on the vCenter Server, make the required customizations to 
the image. For detailed instructions, see the VMware vSphere Documentation.

What to do next

Publish the customized image version to the pods in your environment. See First-Gen Tenants - 
Publish an Image Version - Horizon Image Management Service.
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Update Desktop Assignments with a Customized Image

By reassociating or moving markers, you can update a desktop assignment to use a different 
image version from the one that it currently uses. To update a desktop assignment, move its 
associated marker from the current image version to the new version.

For detailed information about the marker reassociation workflow, see Working with Markers.

Prerequisites

n Create a New Image Version

n Customize an Image

n First-Gen Tenants - Publish an Image Version - Horizon Image Management Service

Procedure

1 In the Horizon Universal Console, select Inventory > Images - Multi-Pod.

The console displays all the images registered in the image catalog.

2 Click the name of the image containing the updated version that you want the desktop 
assignment to use.

The details page for the image appears, listing all its current versions.

3 To move the appropriate marker to the image version that you want the desktop assignment 
to use, click the selection button next to that version, and then click Edit.

4 For the Markers option, specify the marker that is associated with the desktop assignment.

Note   If the specified marker is currently associated with another image version, an alert 
message appears. The message notifies you that a change in the association between 
the marker and image version updates all associated desktop assignments with the newly 
marked image version.

5 To proceed with the marker reassociation and all applicable desktop assignment updates, 
click Submit.

n For Horizon pods, moving the marker prompts Horizon Image Management Service to 
update all associated desktop assignments with the new image version.
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n For pods in Microsoft Azure, moving the marker prompts Horizon Image Management 
Service to first validate whether all the associated desktop assignments are online 
and ready to receive an image update. If the validation is successful, Horizon Image 
Management Service proceeds to update the associated desktop assignments with the 
new image version.

Note   The validation can fail when one or more desktop assignments are undergoing 
configuration changes such as desktop provisioning and not in an online state. In this 
case, the marker reassociation fails with an error status and the image update does not 
occur. To retry the image update, wait for all the desktop assignments to come back 
online and then repeat the steps for moving the marker to the new image version.
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Managing Images and Versions in 
the Image Catalog 8
You can perform certain administrative tasks on images and versions in the image catalog. You 
can edit, delete, deactivate, and enable images and versions.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Edit the Details of an Image

n Deactivate an Image or Version

n Enable an Image or Version

n Delete an Image or Image Version

n Republish an Image Version Using the Horizon Universal Console

n Unpublish an Image Version

Edit the Details of an Image

You can edit the description of an image that is registered in the image catalog. You perform 
these steps using the Horizon Universal Console.

Procedure

1 In the console, select Inventory > Images - Multi-Pod.

The console displays all the images registered in the image catalog.

2 Click the selection button to the far left of the image that you want to edit, and then click 
Edit.

3 In the Edit Image dialog box, enter the new description for the image, and click Save.

The console displays the image with the new description.

Deactivate an Image or Version

To prevent use of an image or version in new assignments, you use the Horizon Universal 
Console to put that image or version into an inactive, or deactivated, state.

Note   This IMS feature is only available for the Horizon pod type.
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When you deactivate an image version, the console prevents that version from selection when 
creating a new assignment. Deactivating an entire image results in deactivating all of the versions 
under that image.

Deactivating an image version does not affect existing assignments based on that image version. 
If an existing assignment uses an image version that is later deactivated, that assignment can 
continue to use the same image version even in the deactivated state.

Note   You cannot change the marker associations for a deactivated image version. For example, 
you cannot create a marker or associate any additional markers with a deactivated image 
version.

Procedure

1 In the Horizon Universal Console, select Inventory > Images - Multi-Pod.

The console displays all the images registered in the image catalog.

2 Choose to deactivate an entire image or a specific image version.

n To deactivate an entire image, click the selection button to the far left of the image, and 
then click Disable.

n To deactivate a specific image version, first click the name of the image containing that 
version. In the image details page, click the selection button to the far left of the image 
version. Then click Disable.

Enable an Image or Version

You can use the Enable command to return a deactivated image or version to an available state. 
Enabling an image or version makes it available again for use by new assignments that you 
create in the console.

Enabling an entire image enables all the versions of that image.

Note   This IMS feature is only available for the Horizon pod type.

Procedure

1 In the Horizon Universal Console, select Inventory > Images - Multi-Pod.

The console displays all the images registered in the image catalog.

2 Choose to enable an entire image or a specific image version.

n To enable an entire image, click the selection button to the far left of the image. Then 
click the more (...) button and select Enable.

n To enable a specific image version, first click the name of the image containing that 
version. In the image details page, click the selection button to the far left of the version. 
Then click the more (...) button and select Enable.
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Delete an Image or Image Version

Using the Horizon Universal Console, you can delete an image version from Horizon Image 
Management Service (IMS) when that image version is not being used by an assignment. To 
delete an entire image, you must first delete all the versions under that image.

When you apply the delete operation to an image version, Horizon Image Management Service 
deletes that version from the image catalog. For images that IMS is using from Horizon pods, IMS 
also deletes the image assets underlying the version from the source vCenter Server instance.

If you only want to remove the published copies of an image version from the pods to which 
those copies were published, use the Unpublish option instead. See Unpublish an Image Version.

Note   You cannot delete an image version that is being used by an assignment.

Procedure

1 In the Horizon Universal Console, select Inventory > Images - Multi-Pod.

The console displays all the images registered in the image catalog.

2 Click the name of the image containing the version that you want to delete.

The image details page appears, listing all its versions.

3 On the image details page, select the version that you want to delete. Click the more ( ... ) 
button and select Delete from the menu.

A confirmation dialog box appears.

4 Click Continue.

Horizon Image Management Service deletes the image version. The image version is no 
longer visible to the service, and you can no longer perform image management on it.

5 To delete an entire image, repeat steps 2 through 4 to delete every version under the image. 
The system automatically deletes the entire image when you have deleted the last remaining 
version.
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Republish an Image Version Using the Horizon Universal 
Console

If an attempt to publish an image version fails, either partially or completely, you can use the 
console's Republish workflow to retry publishing.

n If an image version is published successfully on some pods but fails on other pods, its status 
shows as Partially Available. If it fails to publish on all pods, it status shows as Failed. In both 
of these cases, you can use the Republish option to retry the process.

Attention   Normally publishing fails on a pod for environmental reasons within the pod. 
The Republish process does not repair any environmental issues on your pod. You must fix 
the environmental issues yourself before attempting to republish to that pod. This includes 
ensuring that the pod is online and in a healthy state, without issues such as breached quotas 
or connection issues (for example, too many requests or socket exception). It also includes 
resolving any undesirable state the VM might be in because of manual user actions that were 
performed on the VM, such as:

n Attempting to power on a VM that is already powered off for the purpose of publishing.

n Attempting to remove the VM from the Microsoft Azure Portal or vCenter Server.

Note   If the image version you attempted to publish is based on a custom VM that you 
created, you might see an error in one of the intermediate steps of the publishing process, 
such as agent pairing or Sysprep. In these cases you can attempt the Republish action as 
described below.

n When you republish an image version, you are not able to make any changes to the 
parameters you selected when you first published it. The Republish option simply retries 
publishing with all the settings you made originally.

Procedure

1 In the console, navigate to Inventory > Images - Multi-Pod.

The console displays all the images registered in the image catalog.

2 Click the name of the image containing the version that you want to republish.

The image details page appears, listing all its versions.

3 On the image details page, select the version that you want to republish.

Important   You can only republish a version that has a status of Partially Available (publishing 
failed on some pods and succeeded on others) or Failed (publishing failed on all pods). The 
failure must have taken place during the publishing process. If the failure occurred during the 
VM creation process, the Republish option is not available.
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4 Click the more ( ... ) button and select Republish from the menu.

A message appears at the top of the page indicating that the republishing process has 
started. Horizon Image Management Service Attempts to publish the image version with the 
parameters you originally selected when you first attempted to publish it. For more details 
about the publishing process, see First-Gen Tenants - Publish an Image Version - Horizon 
Image Management Service.

Note   If the Republish action fails, review the information at the top of this topic, correct 
issues as necessary, and republish again. For images in Azure pods, if republishing still fails, 
follow the steps in Unpublish an Image Version to unpublish the image version and then 
republish it again.

Attention   Due to a known issue in this release, publishing occasionally fails with message 
stating that an AGENT_PAIRING or SYSPREP error occurred. If this happens, try republishing 
again as described in this topic.

Unpublish an Image Version

You can remove all copies of an image version from your pods using the Republish option in the 
Horizon Universal Console.

n Unpublishing an image version leaves that image version in the catalog with status 
Deployment Complete. If you wish to remove the image version or the entire image from 
the catalog, use the Delete option instead. See Delete an Image or Image Version.

n You cannot unpublish an image version if a copy of that version is being used by an 
assignment.

Caution   Use the Unpublish action sparingly. Repeated use of this action on the same image 
version can result in unexpected results and failure to seal the image when attempting to publish 
the image version later. As an example, if you create a new image version, then run Publish 
on it and it reaches Published status, then you run Unpublish on that image version, then run 
Publish again, the Sysprep process that happens in the publishing workflow can fail. If you again 
unpublish the image version, from that point on, the image might always fail the publishing 
workflow. At that point, it is prudent to start fresh and make a new base image.

Procedure

1 In the console, select Inventory > Images - Multi-Pod.

The console displays all the images registered in the image catalog.

2 Click the name of the image containing the version that you want to unpublish.

The image details page appears, listing all its versions.
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3 On the image details page, select the version that you want to unpublish.

Note   You can only unpublish a version that has a status of Available or Partially Available.

4 Click the more ( ... ) button and select Unpublish from the menu.

A confirmation dialog box appears.

5 Click Continue.

Horizon Image Management Service removes all copies of this image version from your pods. 
The image version is now listed with status Deployment Complete.
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Troubleshooting 9
If you encounter problems when working with the Horizon Image Management Service, the cause 
might lie in one or more of the components in your system configuration.

As the first step in troubleshooting a problem, verify that your system configuration meets 
the requirements of the Horizon Image Management Service and that you have set up the 
correct credentials for your system components where needed. Carefully review the notes and 
prerequisites in the following topics:

n First-Gen Tenants - IMS System Requirements

n Cloud-Connected Horizon Pods - Configure the vCenter Server Instances for Use with Horizon 
Image Management Service

n First-Gen Tenants - IMS and Horizon 8 Pods - Import an Image from vCenter into the Image 
Catalog

n First-Gen Tenants - Publish an Image Version - Horizon Image Management Service

If an image version displays the Failed status after you attempt to import or publish it, click 
the information icon next to the status to view details about the possible cause of the failure. 
Sometimes this information icon might appear only on the version details page.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Multi-Pod Images page is not accessible in the Horizon Universal Console

n Images get stuck in Pending state

n Image publishing fails with error "Unable to connect to vCenter"

n vCenter Server or datastore does not appear in Setup vCenter Credentials or Import Images 
wizard

n Image publishing fails with error "A general system error occurred: vix error codes = (1, 0)"

n Image publishing fails with error "This operation is not allowed in this state"

n Image publishing fails with error "Install script execution timed out"

n Image replication fails with error "Failed to fetch session token from vCenter Server"

n Image replication fails with the error message "Cloning VM Failed on all eligible datastores"

n Image replication fails with error "Failed to create subscribed library for URL"
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n Creation of desktop assignment fails with error "customization error in multi VLAN 
environment"

n Image Publishing Fails due to a Certificate Issue

n Pods on Microsoft Azure: Image Publishing Fails at Sysprep Step due to Failure to Remove 
AppX Package

n Pods on Microsoft Azure: Image Publishing Fails at Sysprep Step due to Toggle Activation

Multi-Pod Images page is not accessible in the Horizon 
Universal Console

Multi-Pod Images page is not accessible in the console due to problems with the vCenter Server.

Problem

In the console, when you navigate to the Multi-Pod Images page, the page does not display, or if 
the page does display, it is not showing the contents of the image catalog.

Cause

The participating vCenter Server instances are not properly configured.

Solution

u Set up your participating vCenter Server instances, as described in Cloud-Connected Horizon 
Pods - Configure the vCenter Server Instances for Use with Horizon Image Management 
Service.

Images get stuck in Pending state

One or more images get stuck in a Pending state for an extended period of time.

Problem

Cause

This issue can occur because one of your pods has lost connectivity.

Solution

1 Confirm that the pod has an active Horizon Cloud Connector session.

2 Confirm that vCenter Server can be reached securely from within Horizon Cloud Connector.

Solution

When these connectivity issues are resolved, the images are updated to the correct status.
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Image publishing fails with error "Unable to connect to 
vCenter"

Image publishing fails due to problems with vCenter Server.

Problem

Image publication fails with the error message, "Unable to connect to vCenter."

Cause

One or more vCenter Server credentials are incorrectly configured.

Solution

1 Set up your participating vCenter Server instances, as described in Cloud-Connected Horizon 
Pods - Configure the vCenter Server Instances for Use with Horizon Image Management 
Service. Make sure to configure a valid user name and password for each vCenter Server 
instance.

2 Delete the failed image as described in Delete an Image or Image Version.

3 Re-import the image as described in First-Gen Tenants - IMS and Horizon 8 Pods - Import an 
Image from vCenter into the Image Catalog.

4 Republish the image as described in First-Gen Tenants - Publish an Image Version - Horizon 
Image Management Service.

vCenter Server or datastore does not appear in Setup 
vCenter Credentials or Import Images wizard

vCenter Server or datastore cannot be found due to problems with the system configuration.

Problem

The intended vCenter Server instance or datastore does not appear in Setup vCenter 
Credentials or Import Images wizard.

Cause

Your environment does not meet one or more of the system configurations required by the 
Horizon Image Management Service.

Solution

1 Verify that you have a Horizon Cloud customer account properly set up for using Horizon 
Image Management Service.

2 Verify that you are running Horizon Connection Server version 7.12 or later, with a valid 
license.
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3 Verify that you are running vCenter Server 6.0 or later in all the sites that you want to 
manage.

Image publishing fails with error "A general system error 
occurred: vix error codes = (1, 0)"

Image publishing fails due to incorrect Windows credentials.

Problem

Image publishing fails with the error message, "A general system error occurred: vix error codes 
= (1, 0)."

Cause

Horizon Image Management Service lacks the appropriate Windows credentials to deploy the 
image.

Solution

1 Verify that the image was imported using the credentials for the built-in Windows super-
administrator account for the image.

2 If the incorrect credentials were provided, delete the failed image as described in Delete an 
Image or Image Version.

3 Re-import the image with the user name and password of the built-in Windows super-
administrator account. See First-Gen Tenants - IMS and Horizon 8 Pods - Import an Image 
from vCenter into the Image Catalog.

4 Republish the image as described in First-Gen Tenants - Publish an Image Version - Horizon 
Image Management Service.

Image publishing fails with error "This operation is not 
allowed in this state"

Image publishing fails due to the lack of Windows updates.

Problem

Image publishing fails with the error message, "This operation is not allowed in this state."

Cause

The image's operating system does not have the latest Windows updates installed.

Solution

1 Delete the failed image as described in Delete an Image or Image Version.
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2 Locate the source image on the vCenter Server and install the latest Windows update 
patches on the image's operating system. See the VMware vSphere Documentation.

3 Re-import the image with the user name and password of the built-in Windows super-
administrator account. See First-Gen Tenants - IMS and Horizon 8 Pods - Import an Image 
from vCenter into the Image Catalog.

4 Republish the image as described in First-Gen Tenants - Publish an Image Version - Horizon 
Image Management Service.

Image publishing fails with error "Install script execution 
timed out"

Image publishing fails due to an issue with Horizon Cloud Connector.

Problem

Image publishing fails with the error message "Install script execution timed out."

Cause

This error is caused by an issue with Horizon Cloud Connector version 1.5. Version 1.5 of Horizon 
Cloud Connector is no longer compatible with the minimum Horizon Connection Server that 
is compatible with Horizon Image Management Service. Horizon Image Management Service 
has requirements on the minimum versions of Horizon Connection Server and Horizon Cloud 
Connector that Horizon Image Management Service features will support. You should always 
update both the Horizon Connection Server and the Horizon Cloud Connector to the latest 
versions that are compatible with each other. For details on those component versions, see 
First-Gen Tenants - IMS System Requirements.

Solution

u Update the Horizon Cloud Connector version to the latest version that is compatible with 
Horizon Image Management Service features.

Image replication fails with error "Failed to fetch session 
token from vCenter Server"

Image replication fails due to problems between Horizon Cloud Connector and vCenter Server.

Problem

Image replication fails with the error message, "Failed to fetch session token from vCenter 
Server."

Cause

Horizon Cloud Connector cannot resolve the vCenter Server domain name.
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Solution

1 Verify that the vCenter Server domain name is properly configured. See the VMware vSphere 
Documentation.

2 Verify that you have registered the specified pod's Active Directory domain with Horizon 
Cloud. See Performing Your First Active Directory Domain Registration in the Horizon Cloud 
Environment.

3 Delete the failed image as described in Delete an Image or Image Version.

4 Re-import the image as described in First-Gen Tenants - IMS and Horizon 8 Pods - Import an 
Image from vCenter into the Image Catalog.

5 Republish the image as described in First-Gen Tenants - Publish an Image Version - Horizon 
Image Management Service.

Image replication fails with the error message "Cloning VM 
Failed on all eligible datastores"

Image replication fails due to insufficient space in the datastore.

Problem

Image replication fails with the error message "Cloning VM Failed on all eligible datastores."

Cause

There is not enough space in the datastore of the specified vCenter Server to store the 
replicated image.

Solution

1 Verify that the status of all components of the pod is green.

2 Verify that datastores have sufficient space and are writable and accessible.

3 Contact the vCenter administrator to troubleshoot further.

Image replication fails with error "Failed to create 
subscribed library for URL"

Image replication fails due to lack of authentication trust between participating vCenter Server 
instances.

Problem

Image replication fails with the error message, "Failed to create subscribed library for URL."

Cause

Authentication trust between participating vCenter Server instances is not established.
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Solution

1 Manually configure authentication trust between your vCenter Server instances. See Cloud-
Connected Horizon Pods - Configure the vCenter Server Instances for Use with Horizon Image 
Management Service.

2 Delete the failed image as described in Delete an Image or Image Version.

3 Re-import the image as described in First-Gen Tenants - IMS and Horizon 8 Pods - Import an 
Image from vCenter into the Image Catalog.

4 Republish the image as described in First-Gen Tenants - Publish an Image Version - Horizon 
Image Management Service.

Creation of desktop assignment fails with error 
"customization error in multi VLAN environment"

The creation of a desktop assignment fails due to insufficient network configuration.

Problem

The creation of a desktop assignment fails with the error message, "customization error in multi 
VLAN environment."

Cause

The network specified for the deployment of the desktop assignment does not have line-of-sight 
with the Horizon Connection Server.

Solution

u Configure your network environment such that it has line-of-sight with the Horizon 
Connection Server. See the Horizon Documentation.

Image Publishing Fails due to a Certificate Issue

A certificate issue prevents you from publishing an image, resulting in an error message about 
not being able to find a valid certification path to the requested target.

Problem

When you attempt to publish an image, the process fails with the following error.

"Unable to validate Server CertificatePKIX path building failed: 
sun.security.provider.certpath.SunCertPathBuilderException: unable to find valid certification path 
to requested target'"

Cause

The "server name" of the vCenter Server as listed in the vCenter Server certificate and 
thumbprint is not also listed in Horizon Console.
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Solution

1 Remove the vCenter Server where the issue is occurring from the Horizon Connection Server.

2 Add vCenter Server back to Horizon Connection Server using its domain name or IP address, 
depending on which is present in the "servername"(common name/Subject Alternative 
Names) text box in the certificate and thumbprint of the vCenter Server.

3 In Horizon Console, select the three-dot button, then Multi-pod Images > Rescan.

Horizon Console now lists the vCenter Server.

4 Enter the credentials for vCenter Server.

You can now import the image.

Pods on Microsoft Azure: Image Publishing Fails at Sysprep 
Step due to Failure to Remove AppX Package

If attempts to remove the AppX page fail, when you attempt to publish an image to a pod on 
Microsoft Azure, publishing also fails.

Problem

A publishing failure at the Sysprep step results in an error message.

Cause

AppX-package removal failed previously.

Solution

Follow the steps in the Microsoft KB article referenced in the error message to resolve the issue 
and attempt to republish your image. Alternatively, you can attempt to resolve the issue by using 
the VMware OS Optimization Tool to optimize the image. Afterward, republish the image.

Pods on Microsoft Azure: Image Publishing Fails at Sysprep 
Step due to Toggle Activation

If you activate the Remove Windows Store Apps toggle while publishing an image to a pod on 
Microsoft Azure, publishing fails.

Problem

A publishing failure at the Sysprep step results in a "SYSPREP: Failed to convert to GP for 
vmName:xyz" error message.

Cause

During the image publish process, you activated the Remove Windows Store Apps toggle.
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Solution

1 Navigate to Monitor > Activity.

2 With the source pod of the image selected, search for a task failure that reads "Converting 
desktop vm_name to an image".

3 Click that task to check for a failure.
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